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INTRODUCTION

mmm mmm

The theory of invariant matrices, which is the subject of the

present thesis is of considerable in^ortance in several branches

of modern mathematics, in particular, in the theory of representations

of the full linear group and the symmetric group, and in the theory

known before the end of the nineteenth century — notably, the

compound and induced matrices — but the first systematic account of

Invariant matrices as such was given in 1901, by I, Schur, in his

dissertation 'Uber eine Klasse von Matrizen die sich einer gegeben

Matrix zuordnen lassen.*

There, Schur defines his invariant matrices as followss

suppose that T(A) is a matrix whose elements are polynomials in

the elements of A, Then, if for any two matrices A, B of order

n x a.

T(a) is said to be an invariant matrix of a*

If two invariant matrices, 3(a) and T(a), are connected by

a relation

of symmetric functions. Some special types of these matrices were

Given a general matrix A

T(4)T(0) = T(ft 0) (i)

S (Pi) = HT(A) H"' (2)



where H is some non-singular matrix, they are said to he

equivalent.

If there exists a non-singular matrix, H, independent of A,

such that

rt{fO o

rjfO
(3)

for all a, t(a) is said to he reducible into T( (a) and T^(a).
If, further, it is possible to choose H in such a way that, in

equation (3)» u(a) = 0, t(a) is said to be completely reducible

into T. (a) + T„(a)• In both cases, T, (a) and TAa) are also

invariant matrices.

If T(a) Is not re«3ucible, it is said to be irreducible.

Special Types of Invariant Matrix.

We shall require some knowledge of the following four types

of invariant matrix,

(i) The m-th confound, A , of Aj i.e. the matrix whose

elements are the minors of order m of A, It can be shown that

/}<~"VW= (W,
in verification of the invariant property,

(ii) The m-th induced matrix, A ,

Suppose that x

, ■%.
- MsJ

and y = t are two
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column, -rectors which are connected "by the relation

- ftr
We first define the m-th induced column-vector, x

4*+*'-1r
column-vector whose elements are the t-

e m

, as the

products of degree m of the x^ , and we define y

homogeneous

Then we define A

i.e., as the matrix such that

similarly.

as the matrix of transformation of x ,

f
— I ^

It can toe shown, toy direct evaluation, that the elements of
rnuj / <+u+*'~i -n2,

A are the
^ J permanent minors of order m of A.

Here, repetitions of rows and columns are permitted in a permanent,

tout we must adopt the convention?

If sj columns of a permanent are identical, divide the permanent

toy q>, and do this for each set of identical columns.

We shall call a permanent which has "been divided in this way

a row-oermanent. h
Thus, for example, if /L is the matrix h

the second induced matrix

,CAJ
ft

t A
¥ ¥

CzJ
, then

, is given toy
¥ ¥ p

l-^^i l*,kl ihft

I \-*xhl
■

lAft >

2.

I x

£-*
> »
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(iii) Let us now replace the convention for permanent*which we

used in defining the m-th induced matrix "by the convention!

If -p of a permanent are identical, divide the permanent
"by g', and do this for each set of identical rows.

We shall call a permanent which has been divided in this way

a column-permanent.

We shall now define a second form of the m-th induced matrix,
J

n , as the matrix whose elements are the column-permanent

minors of order m of A, so that, for example, if A is the
* ei *"

<X/. Srmatrix

4
, as before, then Aca

is given by

OJ

<Xs <*i-x H

rW
The matrices A and a are clearly equivalent. In fact,

if we define as the diagonal matrix whose elorients are the

multinomial coefficients in the expansion of
A rW

- - t fu ) 9 then A
related by the equation

and A are

A = C. <u>

(iv) If s(a) and T(a) are any two invariant matrices, so is

their direct product, S(a) x T(a). For, by a well-known property
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of the direct product,

(s(A)KT(A)). (s(0>XT(I}))=

The compound and induced matrices are irreducible invariant

matrices, but direct products are always reducible.

Properties of Invariant Matrices.

In his dissertation, Schur set out to find what types of

irreducible invariant matrix, other than the compound and induced

matrix, can be constructed. In the process, he discovered many

of the important properties of invariant matrices. The principal

results which we shall require later arei-

(i) The elements of an Irreducible T(a) are homogeneous

polynomials in the elements of A.

(ii) The trace of an invariant matrix of A is a symmetric

function of the latent roots of a*

(iii) Two invariant matrices, S(A) and T(A), reducible or

irreducible, are equivalent if, and only if, their traces
are identically equal.

(Iv) Corresponding to each partition of any integer, m, into not

more than n parts, there exists a class of equivalent

irreducible invariant matrices of degree m of A$ and

the trace of the invariant matrix corresponding to a

partition (A) of m is <Xacobi*s bialternant symmetric

function, 'fclae latent roots of A,
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(V) Schur* s Lemma.

Suppose that T( (A) and T^A) are two irreducible
invariant matrices. Then the relation

14/ Y - F Tx tQV all A

is impossible for any matrix P, unless either P = 0, or P

t» non-aingular, I* which case I, (A) ana »4(a) are equivalent.

corollary

If T(a) is irreducible, all non-singular P which commute

with T(A) must be scalar matrices, i.e., matrices of the form

P = al ( a A 0),

It is known from the theory of symmetric functions that any

symmetric polynomial in a set of variables can be expressed

uniquely as a linear combination of the bialternants of these

variables. It then follows from property (ii) above that, if

T(A) is an invariant matrix, its trace may be expressed as a

linear combination of the bialternants of the latent roots of Al
• • , • • 9

= D hx> >
iX)

say, where the &a) are numerical constants. Applylns properties
(iii) and (iv), we now deduce from this equation that T(A) is

equivalent to the direct sum
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£
CA>

of irreducible Invariant matrices, and that this resolution of

T(A) into irreducible components is unique. (Here, 2s denotes

direct summation, and the coefficients aI#e ^hraerical

constants).
In particular, if

fcr. T(A) ~

it follows that T(a) is irreducible, and this property thus

provides a test for irreducibility.

Let us now consider the application to group theory of the

theory of invariant matrices.

If a set of matrices A, B, ...... , forme a group, then

equation (1) shows that the set T(a), T(b), ...... forms a

representation of that group. In particular, if A is a general

non-singular matrix of order n x n, then the matrices T(A)
form a representation of the full linear group, <w $ and, if

T(A) is an irreducible invariant matrix, the representation of

Q^ie irreducible.
Now, it has been noted by many authors that there is a close

connection between the irreducible representations of and

the irreducible representations of the symmetric groups,
C\J

For example, the trace of A is related to the characters

% of the representation corresponding to lA) of the

symmetric group, , by the well-known formula of Frobenlus

(See Littlewood III, p. 87).



This connection "between the representations of the symmetric

group and the theory of invariant matrices was, in fact, used by

Littlewood as the basis of a method of constructing invariant

matrices (see Littlewood II and III, pp. 133-138). In his con¬

struction, Littlewood made use of a modification of the natural

irreducible representation of which Young describes in

the third of his set of papers *0n Quantitative Substitutional

Analysis.*
The main purpose of the present thesis is to find a new

method of constructing invariant matrices. This method differs

from Littlewood*s in that it does not require any known represent¬

ation of the symmetric group. It does, however, use a number of

Young* s ideas.

In his papers, Young makes considerable use of the tableaux

associated with the partition (A) • These tableaux are

defined in the following maimer.

Suppose that C A} is the partition ( A,, \Jl/ - - - - • f
Here, we find it convenient to arrange the parts K K, in
descending order, so that A( ^ Xx A — • A^ • Then Young
associates with 00 a diagram consisting of y rows of,

respectively, A, t A^ - - X^ nodes, each row beginning in
the same first column. In this way, for example, the partition

of 8 is associated with the diagram



If we now replace the nodes in such a diagram by the numbers

1, 2, .m, in any order, the resulting array is called a

tableau . of shane CAJ . There are thus fill tableaux of shape
.\c c
v. A/ which vie may denote by the symbols * - - -

c
* " - JstHrt *

C
With each tableau, ^ , Young next associates certain

substitutional expressions, namely

l7
r - » product of the symmetric groups on the rows of

<;U)

Lt
iVh = product of the negative symmetric groups in the

c 4A)
columns of J:u

O fe/ 4A) f,f r) 4A)
and their products, and '»v •

The expressions obtained in this way as i varies between

1 and ml are not all independent. In fact, Young found that they

can all be expressed in terns of a certain basic set, the standard

tableaux. These are the tableaux which have the property that the

numbers 1, 2, m appear in their natural order in both

rows and columns of the tableau#

The number of standard tableaux of shape (A) is usually

denoted by , or, when there is no risic of ambiguity, by jf* ,

If we denote the standard tableaux of shape (A)
S( , S^, t and if S is any non-standard tableau
of shape (A) , then the actual expressions which Young obtained,
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giving the quantities PH and HP associated with S in terms

of those associated with Sf, S^,S^» are

rsi

where Cr is the permutation which replaces P "by P^, , and kr,
is a numerical constant (different in the different equations).

(See Young III, Theorem 1.)
As we saw above, the main object of the present thesis is to

describe a new method of constructing invariant matrices.

The first two chapters develop certain preliminary ideas

which are required in the construction of these matrices. Chapter 1

is concerned with certain properties of the tableaux. Most of

these properties are well-known already, but they are expressed

in a new notation which enables us to generalise the results,

in Chapter 2, to a wider class of tableau, first used by Littlewood,

in which repetitions of numbers are allowed.

In Chapter 3» we apply the theorems of Chapter 2 to the problem

of reducing certain types of reducible invariant matrix — namely,
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direct product* of induced and compound matrices. By this means,

we are enabled to find four explicit forms of Schur's irreducible

invariant matrix corresponding to the partition (\) . In these

forms, the elements of the invariant matrix are polynomials in the

elements of the original matrix, with integer coefficients} for

this reason, they are called natural forms of the invariant matrix.

Chapter k deduces certain normalized forms of invariant matrix

from the natural forms of Chapter 3.

The theorems of Chapter 2 were proved for tableaux in which

successive rows all began in the same first column. However, it

can be shown that they apply equally well to a more general shape

of tableau, in which the lower rows may be displaced to the left

relative to the higher rows. Corresponding to these tableaux, we

can construct certain other classes of invariant matrix, which are

similar in structure to those of Chapters 3 and k» but which differ

from them in that they are reducible. These invariant matrices are

dealt with in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 examines the structure of the invariant matrices of

Chapters 3, k and 5, and Chapter 7 examines the canonical form of

invariant matrices, by an extension of a method used earlier by

Altken (II) and Littlewood (I) to determine the canonical form of

induced and compound matrices.

The method used in Chapters 3 and k for constructing irreduc¬

ible invariant matrices differs from Llttlewood* s in that it does

not use a known representation of the syniaetric group, . We

are thus enabled to reverse Llttlewood* s procedure, by applying

the forms of invariant matrix which we have found to determine
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certain irreducible representations of This is done in
• • ' • • 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • • •• • ?

Chapter 8,

I wish to acknowledge here my deep gratitude to Professor

Aitken for hi3 valuable advice to rae during the research leading

up to this thesis. Most of the ideas on which this study is based

were suggested to rae by himj in particular, I should mention that
<, ■ i

to him are due both the original idea of forming irreducible

invariant matrices by reducing direct products of induced and

compound matrices, and the concepts of 'tableau-function*,
* substituant', and * central core* of an Invariant matrix.

Note

In the course of the thesis, we shall en^ploy two distinct

conventions with regard to permutations, and so we must make

clear what are the differences between these two conventions.

In the more common usage, we shall denote by the symbol

e. O
V I X ------ <HS /

that permutation which replaces the figure 1 in the operand by

B, , 2 by f - - ■ - , n by B^ , In this notation,
the order in which the columns occur within the brackets is

immaterial, so that, for example, the permutation

may be equally well denoted by

or by any of four other symbols.
(1 i 1),

:acxe^s is

a id
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Suppose, nowj that p and q are any two permutations,

defined by

z [ , 2. J (

_ eji\ \ (6)
^ e» /

/ •

Then we shall denote by the symbol qp the permutation which is

equivalent in its effect to applying first p, and then q. If

r Is any number less than or equal to n, then it is clear that

the permutation p replaces r by er , while q replaces 6^
by 6-^ , Thus the effect of the permutation qp is to replace

/

r by , and, from this, we obtain the following law for

the multiplication of permutations:

(< e~) (7)U, St—-O^A i !-—**>' I' * */. {V
The convention just described is the one which we shall follow

through most of this thesis. However, in Chapters 6 and 7» we shall

find it convenient to follow a different convention. We shall con¬

sider the operand as consisting of a number of positions, which we

may label by the numbers 1, 2, •••••«,, n. These positions will

be occupied by certain numbers.

We shall then denote by the symbol



(
e o — e

1 z /h/ )
the operation whioh replaces the figure in the position r of

the operand by the figure in the position 6^ , for each r 4 a*

Suppose p and q are the two permutations, in this new

sense, which are defined "by equations (6). We shall again denote

by pq the permutation which is equivalent to applying first q »

and then p.

In order to evaluate pq, we shall assume that, initially,

the positions 1, 2, ••••••, n of the operand are occupied "by the

numbers 1, 2, n. Then the permutation q replaces the
✓

figure ^ in position £ by the figure B^ » initially in
the position Bj, • If we now apply the permutation p, then the
figure in the position r will be replaced by the figure in the

position Br f namely, • Thus we see that the law of
multiplication in this case is

(?' ei~~
Z — - /hs /U, e*-r- i! z-~-^Sy

(8)

the reverse of the rule (?) above
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TABLEAU -FUNCTIONS .

Suppose that (A) Is the partition i
of an integer n, and that A, A^ ^ - Then,

as was explained in the introduction, we can form n* tableaux

S, , Sz# .. S^i by replacing the nodes in the Young diagram
associated with (X) by the numbers 1, 2, ........ n in their

different orders, and we can associate with any tableau «%.
the substitutional expressions

m product of symmetric groups on the rows of 8^ ,

and

=s product of negative symmetric groups on the columns of4/

s •

Now, let A «

shall then define

*

r t
A as be a matrix of order n x n. We

ne a pair of tableau-funotiono» ^i/SL and ^ X, $>4 ^4
of the elements of A, in terms of the operators and

as follows?

suppose that and S are two tableauxgiven by

i, tx t, - ' ' iA<
% - V-2 V?

-*-v "
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e,

S, - e\*z \*i \*K
I

'

Then and are defined, "by the equations

6,4» <i.i)

and

K. " P-rfjr'*ie *t& "He., (1-2)^ M ^ 6, I CA a- 9

where, in both eases, the substitutional expressions and

N^ are assumed to operate on the row-suffixes. *•/ ~ >^ *

For example, considering the case (A) * (1,0, suppose that

» ^
c - f~

X and *>&. ~ 3 .

Then

KZ, - {!,*

-fi- (nigi+au)]

and so
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r-j - (Vil) *-Cil) - (V*l)J. ^

— '■£&. €L/ „ — 4< 'tjk +• -£ls ■Us 4L, — ^ ^14. 5/ -i-2. >» $1 12. 3,1

We shall find it convenient, in roany cases, to denote the

tableau-function "by an array which is obtained by

replacing the nodes in the diagram corresponding to lA) by

elements of A, in such a way that the row-suffixes form the

tableau , and the column-suffixes the tableau S • . In this

notation, the tableau-function evaluated in the above

example will be denoted by the array

J T '

We shall usually place a vertical line on the left of this array.

On doing so in the above example, we obtain

F:.<L = 1^A/ ■§>. "
/

Similarly, we shall denote the tableau-function

by the same array, with a sign ^ *—' placed above it.

In this notation we can refer to the rows of the array described

above as the rows of Fvju and to its columns as the columns

of Fl^. Further, we shall call the permanent minor of A

whose diagonal elements are the elements of row {/ of

the permanent on row L of F, and the minor whose diagonal

elements are the elements of column )S the determinant on column )*$„
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The corresponding terns for /"L jfc, will "be defined
similarly.

Let us now deduce sorae of the properties of the functions

^4, ana Before doing so, we shall require the
following lemma.

Lerrgna

Any permutation, p, operating on the column-suffixes of

the product ^ g g^is equivalent to p
operating on the row-suffixes.

Proof.

The lemma is sufficiently illustrated "by the following

examplet
(X 3 Ithe permutation . , > 3 / operating on the column-

suffixes in the product yields ^3 "^2
In this product, the row-suffixes occur in their original order.

If we now rearrange the factors so that the column-suffixes occur

in their original order, we obtain the product ^ j

which would he the result of applying the permutation

<?;',)• (fIJ) to the row-suffixes of the
original product, ^2 *

By applying this lemma, we can now deduce a number of the

properties of the tableau-functions.
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Foliowing Rutherford*s notation (Rutherford, p. 12), we shall

denote by the permutation which transforms the tableau

Sj^ to • Then, if we take as the first tableau, ,
of the set 3, , S^i that tableau in which the
numbers 1, 2, n occur in natural order through the

successive rows of the tableau, we see that

F*jfc =

= ^

Now ^,(2^ *********** g is the product which
we obtain by applying the permutation ^4i to the column¬
s-affixes of the product <^,2 r* "* - ^bhs/ns
and so, by the lemma above, it can also be obtained by applying

-*l

the permutation Oj^\ = 'fciie row~ suffixes in
the product <t-M 4£x

Hence we obtain

Fi,^ - ^4. ■*{,
~ ^ rv/(L ' A"^ ^zz ^5^

More generally, for any j 4 a! ,

R.C *" AS* ** / / / /" ^ ' *
or
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As special cases of (l#3)» we have

Fit, * (1*3*)AS ' A/ VJfe, • II 2,2, Atssns

and

^4 5 *!• ^2 **W. (1'3b)
If we apply the same argument to the other tableau-function,

we arrive at a similar set of equations, viz»i

Cl*u)

t>4 ' W* *W. (1*!ta)
(l.4b)

/
> '

f^4 s A/4 4^V **• *** *

Pemanental Exp^n^ion o? fl *» ,
Returning to the formula (1.1), it is clear that, in the

expansion of the tableau-function given by that formula,

the set of terns R, , ^ ^L-c & -- — ^ is singly the^ fc4«, ^ V •*'

product of the pemanents on the rows of ^4 • The effect of
pre-multiplying now by Nj, is merely to add together the permanental

products obtained in this way for all the arrays which result on

applying all possible 'vertical* permutations to the row-suffixes

in , with sign + for even permutations, and - for odd
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permutations.

Hence we obtain the results

dL is the sum of the products of the perraanents on the

rows of all the arrays which can he obtained from by

vertical permutations of the row-suffixes. with sign + or -

according as the vertical permutation has even or odd •parity.

We shall refer to this expansion as the 'pemanental

expansion of 1

For example

I *,JL= i «t,4 ^ -%2
I

- "*ii "t ■)

as previously found.

Determinantal Efrpanqioft o? u

If we apply a similar argument to the tableau-function

*"tb% we obtain the following * determinantal expansion of
F '<&

is the 3iim of the products of the determinants on the

colwans of all the arrays which can be obtained from by

'horizontal* permutations of the row-suffixes.
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peterrainant;al Bspqnaion of Fj^ .

Previously, we have defined tableau-functions F^fe, and

Fi/fa terms of operators acting on the row-suffixes of the
elements of A. Let us no\? try to define certain other tableau-

functions in term.; of operators acting on the coltuan-suffixes.

For this purpose, we shall find it convenient to adopt the

following conventions

we shall use printed capital letters A, 3, C, ..... and

Greek small letters a, P, T, •••••• to denote functions,

permutations, etc., which refer to operations on the row-suffixes,

and we shall use the corresponding written capital letters, y

SC S - — - - and small letters £*7 <*>. to denote the
/ i ✓ ' *

corresponding functions, permutations, etc., referring to

operations on the column-suffixes.

Using this convention, we can now define a further pair of

tableau-functions, and J1*/ Ife, by the equations!

V "" *V, "W «l-»

%k- 'z ^*V. «*• (1-6)

We can expand , like , by a permanental

expansion, the only difference being that this time, it is the

column-suffixes which must be permuted} and, in the same way,

we can expand J# ^ by a determinantal expansion, similar
to the determinantal expansion of F*/fa, *
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We can easily deduce the following pair of formulae, which

are analogous to formulae (1.3) and (l.k)i

fyk ~ ^ - (X«T)

S ^ ^1'8)

Let us now try to replace the formula given hy (1.8) for

9 a foraxu2-a involving operations on the row-suffixes.

According to the lemma given at the beginning of this chapter, we

may do this by replacing each term in the expansion of the

expression A *ft Hi,*««, by its inverse. On doing so,
T/ / /

we obtain the result

/V1

hb tifPf <fk,. *>,, '
Comparing this with (1.3), we see that it implies that

^. (1-9)
It follows that the detemlnantal expansion of may

be equally well regarded as a determinantal expansion of

Thus we have the results

the sum of the products of the determinants on the

column^ of all the arrays wh^ch can be obtained from bg

horizontal permutations of the column-suffixes.
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Pemanental axpans^on of F^g, .

We can. easily define® a formula, similar to (1.9), relating
the tableau-functions and • It is

• 9-
f

%tb - ^-10)
Thus the permanental expansion of may be equally well

regarded as a permanental expansion of fy-k* | that is, we
have the result

OM the sum of the products of the permanenta on the rows of
all the arrays which. can be obtained from EgJhs, M, vertical
permutations of the eolumn-sufflxeq, with sign + or - according
as thejrertical permutation has, even or odd parity,

Formulae for the Pemanental and. Detenainantal Expansions

of,,,, ^Siir ^ , *

We shall now find a set of four formulae expressing the

peraianental ana detenninantal expansions of and .

First, however, we reijuire a few further definitions^ f

We shall define the leading nemanental -product

of FjsJas the product of the permanent© on the rows of

Fj/Jfe, » and the leading determinants! product. a©
the product of the determinants on the columns of j and

we shall define the leading permanental and the leading determinantal

product of in the sane way.
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With these definitions, we see that, for example, considering

the deteraiinantal expansion of is the sum of

the leading deteminantal products of all the tableau-functions which

can be obtained from "by horizontal permutations of the

column-suffixes.

Next, we require certain numerical coefficients,

These we define as follows.

First, suppose that and 4* are any two tableaux. Then,

if there are two figures which lie in one row in and in one

column in , we put

^4 = o. (1.11)
If this is not the case, then it can be proved (see, e.g., Boomer,

Chapter h, Theorem (2,3)) that the figures of $;, can be brought

by some vertical permutation, q, say, into the rows they occupy

in Sfo • In this case, we put

n „ + / (1.12)
j /

according as q is an even or odd permutation.

If k - i, then, clearly, the identity permutation carries

the figures of $x, into the rows they occupy in , Hence we

obtain the result

9^ « 1, for all 1
/

(1.13)
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Finally, we define a row-ordered set of tableaux of shape(A)
as the set of all tableaux of shape tA) in which the figures

appear in natural order in each rot?, and a column-ordered set of

tableaux of shape (X) as the set of all tableaux of shape <A>
in which the figures appear in their natural order in each column.

These definitions enable us now to write down the required

formulae for the permanent*! and determinantal expansions of

and F~.h • The result is

Theorem 1.

If ■*! , ^2•% isa row-ordered set of tableaux,

then

\ *■ r
tn fi>h - <L 6«j\FyM

/• — J V
^ b, for any $2/ , and any i 4 -d

<*« ^-svv*
for any i, and any k 4 •

If •%, is a column-ordered set of

tableau*, then
B,

(til) = J- ^41 F^l
for any i, and any it $£,

JL

(iv)
/' for any k, and any 1 4 Jls #
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Proof

Parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem express the permanental
^ ' ...

expansions of and respectively. For, if

then there exists some vertical permutation which carries the

row-suffixes in into the rows they occupy in
> 4- /' 4~

and so the expansion of contains a term I »

with sign + or +■ according as the vertical permutation is even

or odd. But is equal to 1 or -1 , also according as

the vertical permutation is even or odd. It follows that the
. i" _ +"

expansion of lA/Jfc, contains a term corresponding
to each non-zero 6r' P1'0Ting !)art (i).

The proof of part (ii) is similar, with the roles of row-

suffixes and column-suffixes reversed.

Parts (ill) and (lv), on the other hand, express the deter¬

minants! expansions of J&. and Fz,^ respectively. Let
j 41

us prove part (lii).
If 0pk * o , then there exists some vertical permutation

which carries the figures of into the rows they occupy in

% . Otherwise expressed, there exists a horizontal
perautation Which carries the figures of into the eolumne

they occupy in • Suppose that this horizontal permutation

transforms into a tableau Sy , so that &y ©an be
obtained by applying a vertical permutation to the figures of

*+> , Then by the rule for the determinantal expansion
of , F*^ contains a term I fyj/l • Bu,fc
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1^^' I Z ~ I I according as the vertical permutation which
transforms Sj/ into Sj, is even or odds i.e.
jf^ yj & Qyjfe IFi, j, I • Hence we obtain part (iii) of the
theorem, The proof of part (iv) is similar, with the roles of

row-suffixes and column-suffixes reversed.

Linear Dependence of the Tableau-functions.

The tableau-functions of a matrix, A, are not all linearly

independent. We shall now find, in fact, that they can all be

expressed linearly in terms of a certain basic set, the standard

tableaux.

In the introduction, we defined a standard tableau as a

tableau in which the figures appear in natural order in each row

and also in each column.

Following the usual notation, we shall denote the number of

standard tableaux of shape {A) by the symbol ^ , or,

when there is no risk of ambiguity, simply by .

We shall find it convenient to arrange the standard tableaux

in lexical order, as followss

suppose two standard tableaux, ^>i, and , agree with

each other in the first r -1 elements, but that the r-th element

of exceeds the r-th element of 5^, . Then we shall let
precede 5^ in the sequence.

When the standard tableaux are arranged in lexical order,

the following important theorem holds.
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Theorem 2.

If 5^ and are both standard tableaux, and if i > k
then

<^4 -O

Proof

We have to show that there exists no vertical permutation

which carries the figures of into the rows they occupy

in 5^ . Expressing this statement in a slightly different
form, we have to show that, if and are two standard

tableaux such that V* o , then always i 4: k, But the
result in this form is proved by Boerner (p, 137)» and this

completes the proof of the theorem.

We now prove a theorem expressing a general tableau-function

in terras of the standard tableau-functions*

Theorem g«

If 5, 9 5Z ^ are the standard tableaux of
shape (A) 1 then

(i)

for any i, and any k > f.

t" ' '
for any k, and any i > f.
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(iii) " I
for any k» and any i > f#

"" •§% Ks
/
for any i, and any 1c > f.

In each case, the etc., are numerical constants*
f

££22£«

This theorem is singly a restatement, in a different notation,

of theorem 1 of Young III, which is quoted as equations (5) in
the introduction to this thesis#

For example, if we apply equations (1.3b), we see that part

(i) of the theorem may be written

^ANh,% '■&^ " "•4/
J.2. *"M/>

r
On omitting the operand ^ , this becomes

Premultiplylng by 0^ , we obtain

N*,1 = £ Aj>AJ
/"

■£
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• i Vv?.
and this is simply the second part of Young's theorem, expressed

in a slighttly different notation.

In the same way, it can be shown that parts (ii), (iii) and

(iv) of the theorem are equivalent respectively to parts (iv),

(iii) and (i) of Young's theorem, and so our theorem follows at

once.

It remains now to determine the coefficients etc.,

in the expressions given by theorem 3. Before doing so, we shall

have to define certain farther functions, the substituants,

and V* ko * in terns of the tableau-functions.
These we shall define by the following sets of recurrence relations,

= %
-i

~

& ^ it
fSl "

-- ^4 - i fyA
^: r,A-_
3^4 %k, -£ &f,"

&.*> s -1

(1.1U)

■f, ft" f'fc» V J (1.15)



■n,i --£Oi,j%k,
j,*i '■ ./

%(■ - %,(■

j^Oky~Y'i,-y
%k. --£

/*'
»

We may expand the equations (l.Uj-) in turn, for k = 1, 2, ...

in order to obtain directly in terms of the tableau-

functions, F •'
4/ «
7

The expansions ares

% H

0Pi, 4 - £.4. -

<fc}S = ^3 -
" ^/3 @1,2

-- ^3 - V #,,3% *- *W * %Aa % ■

and so on, the general expansion being

/' /'/-i

(1,16)
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Here, the summation Is over all sets of numbers J'( , ^ ....
such that ft hs (if k x< f), or ^

~ 4^ fj* (if h » f). In practice, we need consider only
those sets which have the further property that each of the

quantities Br>h • %/t '%*" is non-zero.
If we expand the equations (1,15), (1,16) and (1,17) in the

same way, we obtain the expressions

~~^'^"k ^ j (la9)

t.
r~t ■ +£.<■*

r<

(1.20)
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* * v. *■*
_ „ * > (1-21)

M/- U.% to>*
These equations, (1.18) to (1.21), give the suhstituants in

terns of the tableau-functions. Conversely, if we solve the

wmrnm(Mfc) to dan to mm«» , «•.. w
obtain the following expressions, giving the tableau-functions

in terms of the substituants.

i r ^ i
4-'

h}t, * ^,4 + 1) "V T A ^V (1.22)
Fife, * + 5 #4 f •4>'"
F..fe *

4/-I

(1.23)JFj, fe - ^4 +2$ */> #**#-
Fi,4 * <&4 *■i ^4 4"°^^
f(-,k ' %k>^

F>> - VS4+£
i/'

Fi«. * ^ fe gi.>V V ^ / (1.25)/
. "Wto F



Theorem U.

(i) For any i» and any k 4 f* contains the term "W,
butnotera 'V a'*

(ii) For any k, and any I 4 t, contains the tern IF],hi.
bat no term for any 3^1 (3 4*).

* *"

(iii) For any 1c, and any 1 4 11 ife, contains the term I F^jlI
+• f '

but no term I F; k, I for an3r 5 / 1 ( j 4 f).
••w ^ /w **"

(iv) For any i, and any ^k < f, contains the term I /*LI
but no term I F^'l tor any j /£ k (j 4 f),

Proof

(i) We shall proceed by induction.

First, by equation (l.lh),

%> - <*.
Hence, by theorem 1 (lii)

0^1 - * vVV
But theorem 2 shows that » ' if ^ is a standard tableau.
Hence all the terms j Fj,J, j in the above expansion must correspond
to non-standard tableaux >L > and this proves the result for

<8,, . f
JText, suppose the theorem holds for

^fe-/ , Then, by theorem 1 (lii),
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l
' ' fyU * ' ^/' •

Thus# ror «TMM tableau 5^ such that ^*0,
contains the term erM1V' I hut this tem will "be

cancelled in by the term - l£y/ of - Ojk 4y.
Hence the theorem also holds for , and so for eaoh

for which k 4 f•
The proofs of parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) are similar.

Theorem 5.

(i) For any i and any k > f, <^4 •O11

(li) For any k, and any i > f. *o11

(iii) For any k, and any i > f. ¥2;4 si 0.

(iv) For any i , and any k > f» &4 es 0#

Proof

(i) The theorem may "be restated thus:

for any 1, and any k > f,

^4
Now we know, from thecrem 3(i)# that

"A/ ^4%- '/
/• _

If we now substitute for the terms r• in this equation4/>̂r
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their expressions in terns of the substituants j, , as given
by (1*22), the equation becomes

say, where the are new coefficients. In order to complete

the proof of the theorem, it only remains to prove that

%4 =
By theorem l(iii), contains in its expansion a term

°orrespona^8 to eaoh standara tabieau> v •
By theorem *+(i), the sum,^> ^4 contains the term (F^il

a *'
with coefficient • Hence it follows, by equating

these, that

= erA
, '■ f' 9 ' ' - ■ • j .

and this proves the theorem.

The proofs of parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) are similar.
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CHAPTER 2.

TABLEAUX MP TABLEAU-FUHCTIOXTS WITH REPETITIOUS

The tableaux as originally described by Young have been

generalised by Littlewood (see II, p. 236 andlll, p. 79) to

include tableaux containing repetitions of numbers* In this

chapter, we shall extend, the results of Chapter 1 to these

more general tableaux.

In Chapter 1, we supposed (\) to be a partition of n,

the order of the matrix A, We can now drop this requirement.

Instead, we shall suppose that (A) is a partition of an integer,

m, where it is no longer necessary that m = n.

We shall say that a tableau with repetitions is admissible

if no figure occurs more than once in any column; if, on the

other hand, a tableau contains repetitions within any column,

we shall say that it is inadmissible.

If a tableau is admissible, and if its figures occur in their

natural order in each row and each column, we shall say that the

tableau is standard. We shall denote the number of standard

tableaux of shape (A) , farmed from the numbers 1, 2,n,
with repetitions (and omissions) allowed, by tr' , or, whenHS

there is no risk of ambiguity, by h.

Suppose that a tableau of shape (A) contains the figure

I times, times, fa, times. Then we shall
call it a tableau of type j£l» where denotes the set

( 7*1 » fat. #•••••• •> fa* )• Here the symbol ij^) will appear as
a partition of m; but the parts need not be in descending order.
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In general, sane of the numbers ^ will be
zero. For shortness, we may omit from the set ( ju, , /t£ )
any zero parts which occur at the ends that is, if ^/ sr^^-

- -- - 35 O
t we may write in the form

'Kb," ',fa) instead of
yy^ j

A typical set of tableaux will be the tableaux of type (/ /,

that is, the set of tableaux formed from the numbers 1, 2,m,

without repetitions. These tableaux will possess all the properties

of the tableaux of Chanter 1.

,'e may obtain the tableaux of any other type, (jt/) , say,
from those of type (l**) , by applying to the numbers 1,2, m,

some transformation which replaces
:> |

X by e,
2 by ^
3 by £3

In this transformation, the numbers ,

will not, in general, be all different, but we shall find it••• •■ •

; > 3 • •• ' " 'if « * ■» -f •* ? •

convenient to stipulate that

if r < s ^ m, then 4 6^ 4 n (2.2)

We shall call a transformation of the kind (2.1), satisfying
the rule (2.2), a contraction.
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If we wish to obtain the tableaux of type (jJ) from those
of type (\**/ 0 we may do so by applying that particular

contraction in which

e, - *4 « «/% »'/
efr> * " ek*H "z

(2.3) *

We may conveniently refer to this contraction as the contraction

As in Chapter 1, we shall call the set of all tableaux of

shape in which the figures occur in their natural order

in each row a row-ordered set of tableaux, and we shall call the

set in which the figures occur in their natural order in each

column a column-ordered set. We shall call the sub-set of the row-/

column-ordered set which is formed by the tableaux of type (jy)
belonging to the set a row-/column-ordered set of t.vue (4*//.

Further, we shall call the set of all tableaux belonging to

a row-ordered set which either are admissible, or can be trans¬

formed by some horizontal permutation into admissible tableaux,

an admissible row-ordered set, and we shall call the set of all

admissible tableaux belonging to a column-ordered set an

admissible column-ordered set.

If we apply the contraction (jy) to a tableau of the row-

ordered set of type (/ **/ , then equation (2,2) shows that the

resulting tableau belongs to the row-ordered set of type ( f) f



Conversely, if a tableau, S-v , say, belongs to the row-ordered
set of type (fJ) , then there exists some tableau in the row-
ordered set of type (fmy which transforms into on

application of the contraction Cjw) • It follows that, if we
apply the contraction to the row-ordered set of type (/'**') ,

we obtain the row-ordered set of type (jv) . In general, there
will be some distinct -tableaux In the set of type (irf which

transform under ifv) into the same tableau of type < j*^) .

By a similar argument, we can show that, if we apply the

contraction (jf) to the column-ordered set of type (l **) ,

we obtain the column-ordered set of type (jt/) ,
Finally, if we apply the contraction (f*s) to the set of

standard tableaux of type (t^J , we obtain the set of standard

tableau of type (ft/) , together with certain inadmissible

tableaux of type (jc) in which the figures occur in their natural
order in each row and each column. We shall call these latter

tableaux semi-standard.

Tableaux-functions with Repetitions.

The rules given in Chapter 1 for the permanental and

determinantal expansions of the tableau-functions and

' enable us to extend the definition of these functions to
, 'C

tableaux with repetitions. We shall use the two determinedtal

expansions to define the more genera?, functions.

Suppose S^, and are two tableaux, which may now contain
repetitions.
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Then we shall define the tableau-function, Fife, t as the sum
of the products of the determinants on the columns of all the arrays

which can he obtained from by distinct horizontal

permutations of the column-suffixes.
j

Similarly, we shall define the tableau-function, » as

the sum of the products of the determinants on the columns of all
• A

the arrays which can be obtained from ^2fe, W# distinct
horizontal permutations of the row-suffixes.

Pram these definitions, we can deduce analogues of the

permanental expansions of ^4, and fa, given in Chapter 1.
These are*

is the sum of the products of the row-oernxsuients on

the rows of all the arrays which can be obtained from by

vertical permutations of the row-suffixes, with sign + or -

according as the vertical permutation has even or odd parity.

is the sum of the products of the column-nermanents on

the rows of all the arrays which can be obtained from by

vertical permutations of the column-suffixes, with sign + or -

according as the vertical permutation has even or odd parity.

We shall say that a tableau-function, » admissible

if is admissible, and 3^ either is admissible or can be
transformed by a horizontal permutation into an admissible tableau.

Similarly, we shall say that a tableau-function, * is

admissible if % is admissible, and Sj, either is admissible or
can be transformed by a horizontal permutation into an admissible

tableau.

Any tableau-function which is not admissible will be called

inadmissible.
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Theorera 6.

Every inadmissible tableau-function vanishes.

Proof

Consider first an inadmissible tableau-function, ^^ ,

Then either S^, is inadmissible, or every horizontal permutation
of yields an inadmissible tableau (or both). In either case,

each tern in the deteminantal expansion of Fife, contains as a
factor a determinant having two rows or two columns identical, and

so must vanish.

Hence

r*4 =

The proof that an inadmissible tableau-function, Fk/fe, *
must vanish is similar, with the roles of row-suffixes and column-

suffixes interchanged.

Let us now deduce a set of equations, corresponding to those

of theorem 1, to express the peraanental and determinantal expansions

of ^4- and ^>4, *

As in Chapter 1, we first require a number of definitions,

we shall define the leading nemanental product. i ,

of "tz. as ttle product of the row--ermanents on the rows of

% , and the leading deteminantal producte i Fi/fo, I $
as the product of the determinants on the columns of

Similarly, we shall define the leading oermanental product.
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| J\ of as the product of the column-oermanents
on the rows of K-&. , and the leading determinantal product.

, as the product of the determinants on the columns

of ^4/ *
It follows immediately from these definitions that

l - "^>1.
We must also extend the definition of the quantities

given in Chapter 1, to tableaux with repetitions. The new

definitions are as followss

Let 3^ and be two tableaux. Suppose there are
distinct vertical permutations which carry the figures of S

/A
into the rows they occupy in 3*. , and that of these, &. D

jS ) ■*^
mm even, ana are odd, so that ■ $^+
Then we put

~
~~ (2-5)

It is clear from this definition that, if and are

tableaux of different types, then -0. (2,6)

Note

In defining the quantities in Chapter 1, we saw that

if there are two figures which lie in one row in S^ and in one
column in , then

B«,k --v
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Utile no longer holds for tableaux with repetitions* For example.

If
I I

K * a. i

and
\ 1

\ ~ JL t

then the figures 1 and 2 lie in one row in and in one

column in , hut it can he readily verified that, in this case,

W = "-2-

These definitions enable us now to deduce the following theorem,

which is a generalisation of theorem 1.

Theorem ?.

If S( , S is an a&nissible row-ordered
set of tableaux, then

(I) a

/*'
for any k, and any i 4^

(II) '■ J IFiji/'
a

for any i, and any k ^ J> .

If S, , SA 2^ is an admissible column-ordered set
of tableaux, then

^

¥ "Ir .

for any i, and any k 4 Ms .
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_ i, ^

(iT) ^4 5 Jb ' ^4/
■ /" "

for any k, and any i 4

W© must now extend the theorems of Chapter 1 on the linear

dependence of the tableau-functions to the tableau-functions

with repetitions. We have already defined the term * standard

tableau* at the beginning of this chapter. We may arrange the

standard tableaux, with repetitions, in a lexical order by exactly

the same rule as for the tableaux without repetitions. When the

standard tableaux are arranged in lexical order, we obtain the

following theorem.

Theorem 8.

(i) If S. is a standard tableau, then

Q. . - /
(ii) If and S,,, are both standard tableaux, and if i > k,

then

Ox,4 = °-

Proof

(i) We know that the identity permutation carries the figures

of into the rows they occupy in . Henoe, in order to

complete the proof of part (i), we must show that there is no

other vertical permutation which has this property.

We may now combine the statement of both parts of the

theorem in the following statement?

a,
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If S^ and S^ are two standard tableaux such that
the figures of can be carried by a vertical permutation

other than the identity permutation into the rows they occupy

in 84 | then, always i < k.
When the theorem is stated in this form, it can be proved in

exactly the same way as theorem 2.

Theorem 9.

" S. ' s2 are the tableaux of shape
<A), then

(i) Fti> *§ v
J

for any 1, and any k > h.

(ii) '
sf{ ^>4/

fof' any k, and any i > h.
A

(iii) ' 4~y

for any k, and any i > h.
^ Mis ^

(iv) F",h. %/■%/
for any i, and any k > h.

Proof

If the tableaux and % are both of type a*-), then
this theorem merely reduces to theorem 3. We shall now obtain the

corresponding result for all other cases by applying some con¬

traction, , to the row-suffixes in the expressions obtained

in theorem 3» and a second contraction, <f) , to the column-
suffixes in these expressions.
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First, then, we must find the effect of applying such a

pair of contractions to a tableau- function fj,^ , where
and Bk are tableaux of type O~0.

Suppose that Sj, is a tableau of type C/4*/ • Then we shall
denote by By the tableau of type (ju) which is obtained by
applying the contraction Cjv) to Sr, , and by S the tableau

/ \ ' * ^ ^
of type %4/) which is obtained by applying the contraction
to ,

Now suppose that, for each i/ in the range 1 to r, and

each K in the range 1 to n,

a)
. » contains the fimire >C ^
/

Then we shall put

row I of S contains the figure K times^ (2,7)

\f f&'u
<A>

and we shall define a similar number, AJ-. „ , for the tableau
/

S ; // ,

/
Now let us find the effect of applying the pair of contractions

ijtJ and Cp) to the row- and column-suffixes respectively in the
leading perraanental product, I , The application of these

■r +■
contractions merely replaces I F^l! "by i*1® product of the

/

permanents on the rows of the array fyl" , tat these pemanents
will not be divided by the numbers, described in the introduction,

which are determined by repetitions of columns in a permanent. In

other words, the effect of applying the pair of contractions (
+ +• + 4r '

and C-tp/ to j is to replace it by ,
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Thus each term the permanental expansion of
^

(theorem 1(1)) will be replaced by a term

Theorem 7(t) then shows that the effect on the tableau-function

of the pair of contractions Cjo) » C^/) Is to replace
It by <5^,,

In a similar manner, we deduce that the effect of the pair of

contractions on the tableau-function, Fx/fa, , is to replace

it by F^^jt #

These considerations enable us now to complete the proof of

the theorem. We shall find it convenient to begin by proving

part (iii),
We shall suppose, then, that S^ is a non-standard tableau

of type M which is obtained by applying the contraction Cj^)
to a non-standard tableau, K of type 0 **") , and that 8^ is
a tableau of type Cfi) obtained by applying the contraction (<fi)
to a tabfeau, of> "^TP® (l'**2 # Theorem 3(lii) shows that

can be expressed as a sum

r

(That is, theorem 3(iii) shows that such an expression existsj the

actual coefficients k^y are determined by theorem 5{iii))»
If we now apply the pair of contractions (jf) , <f> to the
of this expression, we c

from each term, an expression

terms of this expression, we obtain, on cancelling the factor

.. .. t2.9)
/'
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in which, all the tableaux Sj,' are either standard or semi-
standard, However3 any S•/ which is semi-standard is

o

inadmissible, and so it follows that the corresponding tableau-

function, F+'b" » is inadmissible, and therefore, by theorem 6,
0'

must vanish.

Thus the equation (2,9) gives the required expression of

as a linear combination of the tableau-functions

fri'fo," corresponding to standard tableaux, S */ , and thisJ' 7
completes the proof of part (iii) of the theorem.

The proof of part (iv) is similar, with the roles of row-

and column-suffixes r< versed.

We find, however, that there is a complication in the proofs

of part (i) and (ii). For example, in proving part (i), we begin

as before, by applying the pair of contractions (jv) and if)
to the terms of the expression

u<r
Si /T

given by theorem 3(i)» where, this time, S^ is a non-standard
tableau, and S. any tableau. In this way, we obtain an expression

y,h. r" Kr' (2.10)

in which all the tableaux, S•« , are either standard or serai-
0 r-

standard. In this case, however, those tableau-functions rx/:«
'/

which correspond to semi-standard tableaux S;» need not vanish.

Hence* in order to complete the proof of the theorem, we must
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prove that, if is a 3emi-standard tableau, then FL'^"
can be expressed as a linear combination of tableau-functions

fyj," , where all the tableaux Sare standard.
Let us suppose, then, that S^,. is a send-standard tableau,

obtained by applying the contraction (p) to a standard
tableau, of type U**') « Since S^« is an ina&nisaible
tableau, it follows that S contains within one column a pair

of numbers which are transformed by (p) into the same number.
Let us denote by the tableau which is obtained from S

by interchanging these two numbers. Then S^# is a non¬
standard tableau of type (l**) , and so, by theorem 3(i), there

exists an expression

s zl
s"

giving Fa/u* in terms of the tableau-functions Fij,
corresponding to standard tableaux S* . If we now apply the

N

pair of contractions (jJ) and if) to this expression, we
obtain an equation

~~ I*4*/"
/

similar to (2,lo), except that, now, is a serai-standard

tableau. By going through this procedure for each of the seiai-

standara tableaux, we obtain a set of simultaneous equations for

these semi-standard tableaux in terms of the standard tableaux, and

so we can complete the proof of the theorem by solving these equations,
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As an example of this procedures, let us consider the case

(A) = (},i) . Here, there are five standard tableaux of type

namely,

1 z3 1*4 iZf J34 J33"
33" 34 Zf zit.

If we apply to these tableauxthe contraction which replaces

1 by 1 )
2 by 1 (
3 by 2 V
U by 2 \
5 by 3 J

we obtain the set of tableaux

1 / Z l » £ J / 5 » * 3
43 43 13 < 2-

J Z 2.
Of these, the last two are serai-standard. Now, f 3 could
have "been obtained by applying the above contraction to the non-

standard tableau j f .

Let us consider, then, the expression given by theorem 5(i)
for the tableau-function * where is the tableau
Z 34-
l g . Now, it does not matter in the argument which

particular tableau, , is used, and so, for simplicity, we
l Z 3

may take » , .In order to emphasise the column-

suffixes, we shall employ a single-suffix notation, in which the

single suffix represents the column-suffix, while, instead of

denoting the row of A by a row-suffix, we shall denote it by the

letter ^ ^ ^ ^ or & used.
m \
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Thus, Instead of I *2. ^4. we shall write1^.
Ki*< *

IJL ■■ eg* * In "bilis notation the expression given by
1

theorem 5( i) for the tableau-function it2' is
\^i ef

I4 " I 4&f\<t<}e-g i
If we now apply the contraction described above to the suffixes

in this expression, we obtain an equation

0 \*,4. *■*.. _ j i "i ■T'4* _ , _ 2 '"''**4.
14 e? ' 'A&» '44 >4%

and this equation can be solved at once, to give

<3s, 2/^ |
'3U £* " 'A £3 .

1 2. 3
The other semi-standard tableau is t £ . This can

4 3 3"
be obtained by applying the contraction to the tableau j 4

Hence we consider the expression given by theorem 5(i)
I <*1

for the tableau-function , It is, in fact,

\+»h*f _ .t*.h4_ h _ *-,h14 4~ \4&s *

When we apply the contraction to this, we obtain an equation

\ 4 H4 _ _ j I 4 4, 4 , 1 ^4, IU*. - -*U-» 4<v* U±
and this can be solved, to give
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A ^
- -I??* --4 1?^

/

As "before# we must now find the exact farm of the relations

found In theorem 9. First# then, we shall generalise the

definitions of the substituants

and , of Chapter 1* The new definitions are

<&<
4 (

<p>k -■ ^^ if^ y (2-u)
<#,4* ^4 ^

3^4= ^4 " £
^4 - ^4 ^ >W (2.12)

f" '

«* • <w - £v*»^

%4 = ^4 ~5 jV%
%k.*K&-2-(2.XU)

/"
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it is easy to see that theorem U of Chapter 1 applies also

to these more general eubstituants, if we replace the number f

by h. This then enables us to deduce the following generalisation

of theorem 5«

Theorem 10,
'

?

(!) For any i, and any k > h, 35 0»

(ii) For any k| and any i > - 0.
y ■ ^ . ■ ■' , ' .

(iii) For any Is, and any i > h, Vkb = o.

(iv) For any i, and any k > h, V.I*. -o.
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CHAPTBR 5.

CONSTRUCTION OF IRRSKTCIBLN INVARIANT MATRICES.

We saw in the introduction that, if A si is a

general matrix of order n x n, and if a»A) = vA4/AA/ t \r)
is any partition of any integer, m, into not more than n parts,

I 1 •• - ft *

then there exists an irreducible invariant matrix of A which has

for its trace the Mai ternant symmetric function,

of the latent roots - - -t of A,
In this chapter, we shall apply the results of Chapter 2 to

find methods of constructing this invariant matrix, in four equivalent

foms. These methods are based on the reduction of certain types

of reducible invariant matrix — in fact, of the reducible invariant

matrices

TrM'ACK,XAC^

^ ~ XChrJT*** x * (3.2)

1? a("\a<** — <*•»iA/

where is the conjugate partition to <A> ,

The first two of these matrices, and
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are clearly equivalent, They are, in fact, equivalent forms of

the reducible representation ^ (X) *ineai? group,
Q/n, , which Eohinson describes in the first of his papers

'On the representations of the symmetric group,* In this paper,

Robinson finds a formula giving the resolution of Z)^ into
irreducible components.

The representation is also considered by Murnaghan

in two of his papers (I and II), and he gives a set of tables

exhibiting its irreducible components for every partition of each

number m 4 9*

In the following theorem, we shall find specific matrices

which reduce these matrices ^ , ^TlA) 821(1 ^00 «

Theorem 11.

The matrices

(i) /tM ■ [<?;*]
(ii) Aa'*l%kl
(iii) *U}-L%>J
Uv)

where varies from (Ijl) to (JLfjO , are equivalent
invariant matrices of A,

Proof.

(i) We shall prove part (i) by finding a matrix which semi-

isolates the matrix A " from "od •
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We have seen, in the introduction* that the eleraents of
C A ■ "2

the induced matrix* A / are simply the row-permanent

minors of order Ay of A* It follows that the
element of ^x> is the leading permanental product*
i W , of some tableau-function, • How any
horizontal permutation applied to the tableau or 3^ leaves
the product 1 unaltered. Hence we may arrange that the

figures of 8^ and occur in their natural order in each
row. That Is, if we let I, , £ S*, ha a row-
ordered set of tableaux, we may regard the elements of

as the leading permanental products I FisfaJ , where i and
k run through the values 1 to t in some order.

We have not yet specified any particular order for the

tableaux S, , of a row-ordered set, but we
shall find it convenient now to order the set In such a way that

the standard tableaux, St , ............ occur, in
lexical order, as the first h tableaux of the set. We shall

further arrange that, for sane number, ^ , say, the first £, tab¬
leaux of the set form an admissible row-ordered set, so that the

tableaux S^, to 3^ are inadmissible, and cannot be trans¬
formed by any horizontal permutation into admissible tableaux.

The order of the tableaux within the sets
f to S^ and

8^ to Sg is unimportant.
Finally, we shall permute correspondingly the rows and columns

of T^iX) so that they conform to this ordering of the tableaux.
When this has been done, we can take
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TT(A; = tisl'l,
Let us now apply to the matrix ^a) a set of row-

operations which will form the tableau-functions, *-n

rows 1, 2, .,.•*»«, h.

We see from theorem 7(i) that the appropriate operations

are

t,

/rW *s +■ ft. V /tWy.

In order to apply these operations we mast pre-multiply ^A) toy
the matrix

H H,
0' I

(3A)

where

H 5

i ®i,i
• I

I
(3.5)

• #

of order h x h,
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H, =

# #

e^e, • •

fyjU/ fy/Ui %£'

(3.6)

of order h x (t - h),

and, of course, I is the unit matrix of order (t - h) x(t-h),
and 0 the zero matrix of order (t - h) x h. Theorem 8 ensures

that the matrix H is triangular, as shown in equation (3»5)f and

it follows that A- is also triangular,

Pre-multiplication of "J"^) hy Mr forms the tableau-
functions, in rows 1, 2, h of the product.

But we know, from theorem 6, that Fife. - o if k > , Hence
we already hare zeros in the last (t - £ ) columns of rows 1 to h

of the product.

Since & is a triangular matrix, it must "be non-singular,

and so it must possess an inverse, , In order to com¬

plete a transformation of , we roust now post-multiply

Aira) .

We must now, therefore, find the form of the matrix

For convenience, we shall denote the element of Mr by

, so that
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fy-i (« = i,i,
Xh,-o $*>1*

If v/e now denote the C^)*b element of lay

%h> it is clear that

-1 Lh-i,z—-,!■)
and

Tl-^'O $■'">h.
We shall prove that, if i < k, then

i^k.= S c ,') •%: ""
</£.<&-

(3.7)

The proof is "by induction.

First, (3«7) Is true for the case (i, k) = (1,2). For it

then gives for 71 i:, the value -XjL , and this value is
correct, as we may readily verify "by showing that it gives the

correct value, namely, 0, for the (l,2)th element of

Next, we shall assume that the result has "been proved for

all the elements of rows, 1, 2, i-1 of t and



also for the (i + l)th, (i + 2)th, (k - l)th elements of

row i/ » We then obtain the value of by noting that the

(i» k)th element of the product is

£ ~ fL",ks-1 + £ (E-*'0

= 0 'U*u&s> ft-'1# - 1

Hence

= <0- <■'*) ^V-
<^cL

If we now replace the numbers Aji » etc., by their values as
given above, we see that the equation (3.7) J*ow becomes

(* -—,t>)

%k- ■ 1) Spy. A4 4-4, .4
</»<#■

6*A9*K' V^1 **■<*-**> (3.

" y 4u -ffes

8)
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It follows that, when we post-multiply the product

by Jf'1 , then, if i 4 h and Ic 4 , the (i,k)th element

of the product is

6;4 + S FV£ l"'^

=^ +•£ Bf>fs -

But, by the equations (1.18) (which clearly still apply when re¬

petitions are allowed in forming the tableau, provided we replace
* f* by #h*) this element is the substituant • Hence,

on transforming TJ^) by *> , we have replaced the elements
of rows 1 to h, columns 1 to £ , by the substituants }

and we know, from theorem 10(i), that - 0 if k > h.

Further, since = ° for each j/k if k > -^ , the

post-multiplication by Jf" does not affect the zeros which

have already been formed in rows 1 to h, columns + 1 to t,

by the pre-raultipli cation by Hence, finally, it follows that

we have reduced

#V'«

na) to the form

*

% "H&z
(3.9)

Ql
and this proves that A J is an invariant matrix.
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(il) In a similar manner, we may obtain the invariant matrix

A toy transforming the direct product • ^he

elements of the matrix A are the column-permanent

minors of order \y of A, and so it follows that the (i,k)th
•rr - j*

element of "(X) Is the leading penaanental product, / Fx,.fe,}
of some tableau-function, $ and, in fact, by permuting

the rows and columns in the same way as we permuted those of

previously, we may write

77^ =0^i] (i,k = i,2 t)
where st > is the row-ordered set of tableaux
which we considered in the proof of part (i).

We now apply certain column operations which will form the

tableau-functions, , in columns 1 to h of

We see from theorem 7(ii) that the appropriate operations are

&

(k a 1,2, h)
£ 5| '/ ^

and these operations may be applied by post-multiplying by

the matrix , where is defined by the equation (3#U)»
This post-multiplication forms the tableau-functions , ^ in
the first h columns of the product, and so, by theorem 6, since

Fx, L, =0 if i > , we already have zeros in the last
<

(t -£>) rows of columns 1 to h.

In order to complete a transformation, we must now pre-multiply
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the product 'C\) */7 ^ • By an argument similar to
that used in the proof of part (i), we find that this pre-

ranitip1 i cation forms the substituants, , in rows 1 to
b

, columns 1 to hj and we lenow, by theorem 10{ii), that
« 0 if i > h. Thus we have reduced ^cx> to

th.e form

yCM
I *1.2.

rM#'*
A

0 Tr
±,2 .*7'

(3.10)

and this proves that A

We must now prove that the invariant matrices A

is an invariant matrix.

CM

-CM
are equivalent.

and

We saw, in the introduction, that, if is a diagonal

matrix whose diagonal elements are the multinomial coefficients in
/ A*

the expansion of \ *>t i- -h ~ ~ ~ ~ , then

M V %>•
It follows that, if we define ^ tJ:ie ©Oration

" Ka,) x QAa) x x C (3.11)

then

-I

Kx> -Cm
(3.12)

Now, from (3.10) and (3.12), we see that
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w n:
° ^
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k-l
<*r = CK)

- £/Jk1 TT/*\ C.
-I

Hence

TT,-
0

to -n;J
and so TTj^l

0
to

a)'w ca) #

-i

<«"<«# •*Vr'
*/qcAj o

Tin
We may write this last equation in the form

r^LAl
/-to^ ^

TT,z = V* o"
0 %L

(3,13)

If we now partition into 6, 4- where is of
order h x h, we obtain

H H

0 I

c," 0
0 c

-I

2-

H 0

H/ r

HC.-'HVH.Cf'H,' H,^
-I.. / -/.

^ H.
*1

Hence, on equating the leading sub-matrices of order h x h

on the two sides of equation (3,13) , we obtain

k5m = (3.14)
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-I

where

K = HC,"HV h,c;'h,

or, if we put

6 = ' ^12. " "" d>mi ' * —- '
' 1 i< "" -~<$U # # #

• • i ' ' "*• * •

► » # - / • *

h x t 5

(5.15)

k - (5.16)

Now,

ik/ = i cc;;n
In this product, I 0 # while i &Q i is the sum of

the squares of the minors of order h of ££ . But these minors

do not all vanish, for one of them, the leading minor, is lHl = l #

Hence I &£'! > o , and so K is non-singular. It now follows

from (3,14) that

hm - ka (3.17)

proving that A ana are equivalent.
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(iii) We shall prove parts (ill) and (iv) of the theorem "by

applying suitable transformations to the reducible invariant

matrix, *

Now, the elements of any compound matrix, are the

determinant minors of order jjs^ of A , and so it follows
that the elements of R^ are the leading determinantai pro¬
ducts , I Ft/jfrl t of some set of tableara-fmictions»

The S, and are all admissible, and we ean arrange that
the numbers 1, 2,., n occur in natural order in each

column. When this has been done, the tableaux form an admissible

column-ordered set, which we may denote by S; , •

As with the row-ordered set of tableaux which we considered in

proving parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem, we shall arrange that

the standard tableaux, S, , , occur, in lexical
order, as the first h tableaux of the set S# , •

When this has been done, we my permute correspondingly the rows

and columns of so as to obtain

Km-L^a'] =["WJ. --"O
We shall now apply to certain column operations which

will form the tableau-functions, Fj, fa , in the first h columns
of K • Prom theorem 7( iii), we see that the appropriate

operations are:
£
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These operations are applied by post-rrrultinlying "by

the matrix

i' H O

r, I

where H is defined by equation (3.5), and

(3.18)

Omx, i 9M,* Q

Ofyi — - 9k,&s
(3.19)

of order (i/ - h) x k.

By this means, we obtain the tableau-functions, in

the first h columns of the product ,

In order to complete a transformation, we must no?/ pre-

nrultiply this product by ^ » By an argument similar to that
used before, this pre-nrultiplication forms the substituants

in columns 1 to h. But, by theorem 10(iii), ^4. a 0 if
i > h. Hence we have reduced to the form

f'W =
O ;R,

(3.SO)

and this proves that A 03
zzl,4^

is an invariant matrix.
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<iv) Alternatively, we my attest to reduce Dy applying

to it certain row-operations which will form the tableau-functions

. FHh> in the first h rows of the product. By theorem 7(iv),
we see the appropriate operations are

i*wv + £. &i,
'

and, in order to perform these operations we pre-rrrultiply

"by the matrix jjf , where ^ is defined by equation (5.18). As
usual, we then complete the transformation by post-multiplying the

product jf (,4'/) • On doing so, we find that we
form the substituants, , in the first h rows. But, by

theorem 10(iv), n-k, » 0 if k ^ h. Hence the transformation
reduces R

a>
to the form

rAUi 0
X. % (3. SI)

and this proves that Aw is an invariant matrix.

Prom the equation (3.21) we deduce that

*00 = 'Xai
%21

0
%
r

Hence
/)"•' o

% R
if -- f%4

'21.

\Z

ft22. by(3.20)
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This last equation may "be written

ft
—\p*

m

0

.0 X, Of

2.1.

ft
(3.22)

NOW

ft h'T/
0 I

H $

l* Ij

* I
and so, equating the leading suhmatrices of order h x h on the two

sides of (3.22), we see that

L f\
IXi

= XUiL (3.23)

where

L = H'W rT,'Tt
or, if we put

rV- H

*
(3.24)

then

L ■- tV (S.S5)
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Clearly, L Is non-singular, for IL-I is equal to the sum

of the squares of the minors of order h of T , and at least

one of these is non-zero — namely, JHl . l.
Hence we deduce from (3.23) that

r7 - l- L. (5.26)

and this establishes the equivalence of A and A *

In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we need only
ITXI vfXI

prove now that either of A and A is equivalent to

either- of A** and X^*^ •

Let us prove that A^ ana are equivalent.

We know from equations (1.22) (which clearly can "be

generalised to tableaux with repetitions, if we replace *f' "by *h*)
«

that, if and are two standard tableaux, then

Flk. " '"JC ^aV-
Hence, if we denote by [F^jthematrix of order h x h

whose elements are the tableau-functions ( i ,k a 1,2 , h) »

we deduce that

raj =M H
* MCX1H.

From this, we see that

/)CA^ = H , (3,27)
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Similarly, from the equations (1.83), (1.24) and (1.25), we

deduce the following relations

s (H9~'f^4J (3,SO)

AiSi - H"' [>%*,] (3.39)

7\M (3.30)

It follows from (3.89) that

1^1 = HP1*!
. . •/

Hence, post-multiplying "by rf , and applying the equation

(3.27), we obtain the result

PC*J = (»♦»•>
This proves the equivalence of ACaJ ana , and so

completes the proof of the theorem.

We may also note In passing that the equations (3,28) and
-~C\1

(3.50) enable \m to prove a relation between the matrices A

and A . It is, in fact,

sH/} tH;- (5.53)
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Hote.

The equation (3,17) , found in the proof of theorem 11, shows that
c\1

the matrices A and A arc equivalent. There is, however,

another relationship "between the two matrices, which is of some

interest*

It is clear., from the definitions given in the introduction,

that, for any matrin A, and any integer ra,

W"3
It follows that the same equation also holds for the direct

products, %A) and %k> ; i.e* that

(tt^))'(40.

= i^t'tt^o ».
On equating the leading oubmatrices of order h x h on the

two sides of this equation, we obtain the result

(A1"3) = (A)(3.33)
By applying a similar argument to the direct product r^ we
obtain the result

(maiy = (aom (3,34)
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Theorem 11 enables us to cons tract four equivalent forms

of some invariant matrix* It still remains to determine whether

this invariant matrix is irreducible or not* Since the fear

forms are equivalent, it is sufficient to consider any one of
CX3

them — let us say, the form A * We shall proceed by

finding its trace.

Latent Roots and Trace of

Suppose the latent roots of A to be ^ • **JL

We shall assume meanwhile that A can be transformed to diagonal

form — those cases in which such a transformation is not possible

will be discussed in Chapter 7* Chen, if we write

0 * My(%,%, (5.36)

there exists some non-singular matrix, X, say, such that

1} - A 4X"'
CaJ c\1

It follows that A can be transformed to B I for

= UW

V ' , from the invariance of A

(By the method of construction described in the proof of Theorem 11,

it is clear that, if X is non-singular, so is X^*^ • It can be
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easily proved then that (x")CAJ - W*)").
CM

Hence we may find the latent roots of A "by finding

those of B *

CM
Let us, therefore, examine the form of B ,

The i-th diagonal term of B is If we express

<% as a linear combination of tableau-functions,
using equations (1*18), and then apply a determinantal expansion

to each of these tableau-functions, we obtain an expression of

as a linear combination of the leading determinantal

</

♦

products, | rvJ , of the set of tableaux where the
S^, form a column-ordered set# How, since all the off-diagonal
terras of 3 vanish, it follows that, for any two tableaux, S

and S• , of the set, t PL 1*1 can be non-sero only if i » j
7 w

IPid*# if 1 * (3'S6>
In the case i . J, IF^J will consist si plyof the product

of the terms of the array F^i, • That is, if is a tableau
of type (p) a (pf , pn), then

I r i - ■ ,J di./ ~ 1 %* • (3.37)
/

How, theorem 4(i) shows that, when we expand as

described above, it contains in its expansion a term ] F^^l »

Hence, by equations (5#36) and (5*57),

<&i, = ( 3.88)

CxJi
How let us consider an off-diagonal term, » of B*" u *
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Like Cpi/v § may be expressed as a linear combination
of the leading determinantal products, I > where j

varies from 1 to i> • But, on this occasion, theorem 4(i) shows

that this linear combination does not contain any term in \F~J
and so, toy (3.36) and (3.37),

ft* J: A (3.39)

The equations (3.38) and (3.39) show that B^ ia in

diagonal form. Its diagonal elements are the latent roots of

B^ , or, equally well, the latent roots of •

Hence it follows that the trace of is the sum of a set

of terns of the type (3.38), one term arising from each of the

standard tableau*, S, » »zt »*, • But* according to
Aitken (IV, p. 302), this sum is the bialternant symmetric

function, feiie latent roots a( , a ^ of
A. Hence we have proved

Theorem 12

-- A-a)0x-„<xk, A*->.

Corollary

The matrices AC*^ ,'X^* , of theorem

11 are equivalent forms of Schur* s irreducible invariant matrix

corresponding to the partition (A? .
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Since the elements of A1"^ , ^ are polynomials

in the elements of A with integer coefficients, we shall call

them Natural* forms of the invariant matrix corresponding to the

partition ia; .

Examples

In many simple examples, the matrix, H, defined "by equation

(3.5), is a unit matrix, and, in this case, the equations (3.27)
to (3.30) show that

- /)iAf -- faj
- rr 1

This is true, for example, if cA) is any partition of 1, 2, 3 or

k, and also for the partitions (5), (^#1), (3»1Z)» (2,1J) and (1^)
of 5.

The simplest case in which H / I occurs when CA.) « (3,2), A
■

1 f» .... , • f V **■ ■<->-*- th .*• •

being of order 3x3, There are 15 standard tableaux of shape

(3,2) formed from the numbers 1, 2, 3» namely
1H c - « * I 2- 5 - " "

S# 2 22 ' 23 *3 " 3 3 *4. ~ 22 S *3
111

m it 3 Q - "3 < - n J S -il2
"33 5 ^ .23 ><? 33

Sf| ' 33 2l '3 i3

I I 2

It can be easily verified that

a = -/7ii,IZ
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while, for every other pair# (i,k),

6s,4 = °-
Thus the matrix, H, consists of a unit matrix, with a unit

-1 in the position (IX, 12), and H consists of I,f with a
unit +1 in the position (11,12),

It follows that

(i) The matrix k*'2^ is obtained from the matrix

by replacing the elements £51,2. of column 12 by FLiz+ ^ ,t

. x s~Ci.nl rzr -7
(ii) The matrix A is obtained from the matrix

by replacing the elements of row 12 by hf2 ^

(lii) The matrix A**'2* is obtained from the matrix

* replat!ln3 1118 el*«S!lte of11 *? 'v.4
, „ fr 1(iv) The matrix A is obtained from the matrix L

by replacing the elements ^X>\\ of column 11 by F^,tl ^, 5,
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CHAPTSR b.

NORMALIZED FORMS 0? IRREDUCIBLE INVARIANT MATRICES.

. ■ ' ■ ' .1

In the previous chapter, we found a method of constructing

various natural forms of the irreducible invariant matrix

corresponding to partition ( . There are, however, certain

other forms which are important. Chief among these are the

normalised forms.

If an invariant matrix, T(a), has the property that, for

any orthogonal matrix, A, T(A) is also orthogonal, we shall

call T(a) a normalised invariant matrix. It can be shown that

this definition is equivalent to the condition

T\4) = TiA') jjor-Mfl. (u.i)

Clearly, if T(A) is a normalized invariant matrix, and if

X is an orthogonal matrix of the same order as T(A), then the

matrix XT(A)X ' is also a normalized invariant matrix, equivalent

to T{A) • If, further, the transformation by X reduces T(A) to

the form

\TcA)\''- \ iti) 0

(UA) \(fi)

then Tj(A) and T.f(A) are both normalized invariant matrices,
and, by equation (U.l), U(A) a o.
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We shall now apply this result to try to find normalized

forms of the irreducible invariant matrices , etc.,

which were found in Chapter 3.
i Ajr

The calculation of a normalized form of A is easier

than that for A^"*^ , and so we shall begin with it.

Normalized Form of A

It is obvious from the definition given in the introduction
4 •' /

that the m-th compound, A , of a matrix A satisfies the

relation

(A**9)' = (A'/^
It thus follows from equation (h.l) that A< ^ is a

normalized invariant matrix, and we deduce that the direct

product Ri^j defined by the equation (3.3) is also a normalized
invariant matrix.

€Ai
In order to find a normalized form of A , we must, then,

/

look for some orthogonal matrix. K . sa;/. which isolates from S4A>
an invariant matrix equivalent to •

In the course of the proof of theorem 11, we found a matrix,

^ p such that transformation of by V ' resulted in
the semi-isolation of k"^ from . Let us now normalize

By Schmidt's theorem (see, e.g. Turabull and Aitken, p. 96)
we know that there exists a triangular matrix, , let us say,

with zeros below the diagonal, such that is an orthogonal

matrix. Prom this it follows that the matrix

is a normalized invariant matrix.
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&

o ^ (k.2)

where Q, is of order h x h#

Then the equation (3.20) shows that

o & S2X

V

o

-i _ -h
-£ C.C-

-I

and so we deduce that the transformation of R

isolates from E^ the matrix
cx> l=3r#/*'

a4A|
Thus A is an Irreducible invariant matrix, equivalent

to A • Further, since ^ is orthogonal, it follows that
AfXl
A is a normalized form of the irreducible invariant matrix,

AtX* .

a {A/
In order to find the matrix A , then, we need only

find the transforming matrix, Q, , we shall now give a method of

calculating it.

In the process, we shall find that it is convenient to express

Q> as a matrix product

Q--VT, (U.U)
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where T is a triangular matrix with zeros below the diagonal,

and units +1 along the diagonal, and D is a diagonal matrix,

with positive diagonal elements. We shall calculate I) and T

separately, and then obtain Q, by forming their product, DT.

We now have

AiXi- by (4.3)

=. PTby (4.4) .

Of course, the matrix T~' will itself be an irx^educible

invariant matrix, equivalent to A*"** . We shall call it a
"t\i

-normal form, and denote it by A • We thus obtain the

relations

= TAiMT'1 (4,5)

and

HA? -B/JA1 Js . (4.6)

We are now in a position to describe a method of calculating

the matrices T and D.

Procedure for calculating T and D.

In order to calculate the matrix C , we should have to

normalize the columns of the matrix relative to one another.

In fact, we do not require the whole of , but only its leading
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submatrix, Q, , of order h x h* To calculate this, we need only

normalize the first h columns of ^ — that is, we need only
normalize the columns of the rectangular matrix T defined by

equation (3.2h),

The process of normalisation is, of course, familiar. We

shall perform it in two steps:

(i) We shall make the columns of I orthogonal to one another.

(ii) We shall then normalize the columns.

(i) Let us denote by thei-th column of ^ , For the

first step, we shall find a matrix, 1 , say, or order ^ x h ,

whose columns are orthogonal to one another} that is, if we

denote by the i-th column of ^ , then, for i ^ j,

f«tj-°- (k-7)
The matrix ^ will he obtained from by post-roultiplying

hy a triangular matrix, of order h x h ; that is, we have

v»rr' (u,8)

where T is still to he determined.

In fact, we shall find T by calculating the columns, ^ t

of f in succession, for 1 » 1,2,...*., h, by the following

recurrence method.

First, we put

(Ii.9)
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Next, suppose we have found the columns

of Y , To find ^ , we put
~ ~ ly (**.10)

v -1

where the coefficients are to determined. In order

to find any particular * wliere i < 3» we pre-raultiply

(4.10) by . On applying the orthogonality-relations (4.7)»
we obtain

0 -- rttj.- -
and this can be solved to give

-/ * 7*7" '

In this way, we find, step by step, all the for 3 ~

h and 1 < j, and, at the same time, we find the matrix t ,

T*
column by column. Hence we can find the matrix 1 of

equation (4.8), In fact, if we define T^, as the matrix of order

h x h which is obtained from the unit matrix, , by replacing

column i by the column

^4/ " " I ' *}
then

r"> rW v
It follows that

r T^rt
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i.e. ,

r- r| 4,1 ^,*.-1
' 1 *0,1--'
0 A 1 —

0 0 # ~ - — 1

m

0 0 0 — — -

(U.12)

The matrix, T, defined by (ij.,12), is then the matrix T of

equation (h.2+), which we required.

(ii) In the second step, we have to complete the normalization

of the matrix i * } that is, we have to find some matrix, X,

say, of order x h, whose columns, V- , satisfy the relations

'V;. - IAS is

as well as the relations

But, clearly, if we put

tz
PP* >

if i/ 3. (U.lh)

(U.15)
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then the satisfy the relations (4.13) and (4.14).
Hence we have, immediately,

x - Y P'1
(4,16)

where

(U.17)

and, in this way, we have found the matrix, j, , of equation (4.4),

The actual calculation of the matrices T and D may "be set

out in tables as follows.

First, draw up a table of rows and h columns. Divide

each column into two sub-columns, and, into the first sub-column

of column i, for each value of i, write the elements of the

column "£♦,of / ^ • To assist in doing so, we may write the
standard tableaux, S) , as column-headings
above the columns, and the tableaux S# , S^,..,..., of the
admissible column-ordered set as row-headings in front of the rows.

We shall refer to this table hereafter as Table 1,

At the same time, draw up a second table, Table 2, of h

rows and columns, into which to enter the elements T

as they are found. The diagonal elements of T are all positive

units, and the sub-diagonal elements are zero.
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We now fill in simultaneously the superdiagonal elements

of Table 2 and the remaining sub-columns of Table J , as follows.

First, in column 1, sub-column 2, of Table 1, we simply copy

out the elements of sub-column 1, that is, the first column,

of t , and, at the foot of the sub-column, v/e write the value

of ft'
Next, we calculate the value of

-

f,p
and enter it in the appropriate position in Table 2. In column 2,

sub-column 2, of Table 1, we write the elements of the column

fj. ^ " *,2 f, , and, at the foot of this column, v/e write
the value of • After this, we complete the two tables,

step by step, by continuing the process.

Table 2 gives us the matrix T, and so, from it, v/e can

calculate the semi-normal invariant matrix

"

= TV?1V'
#

Finally, from the entries £* = 1>2» t h) along thefti, fi,
foot of Table 1, we obtain the matrix

f * .JyCfP
and thence

Am- JP4fV
Alternatively, we may, of course, calculate directly

without passing through the semi-normal form, by finding

a *vt
and thence

Am -
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Before giving an example to illustrate the procedure, we

should note that many of the columns of 1"^ are already

orthogonal. For. as we saw In Chapter 2. if S* and 3^ are
tableaux of different types, then =0, It follows that,

J T

if 2^ and are of different types, then, for every j 4 ^ ,

•t lgast one of Bpi, and Ofck,mat vanish. Hence
S 2- " O 9 30 c°3-iamnB * anfi ^ Of /
are* already orthogonal.

It follows that, in normalizing the columns of T , we can

divide them into sets of columns determined by tableaux of the

same type, and then normalize the columns within eaoh set separately.

The effect is to resolve the matrix iQ, into a direct sum of

isolated diagonal submatrices corresponding to the different types

of tableaux, we shall have more to say on this matter in Chapter 6.

As an example of the procedure, let us calculate the submatrix

of Q corresponding to the tableaux of type ao for the case

<A?= (3,2). Here, the column-ordered set consists of ten

tableaux,

1 2 l 2 i3 i3 th¬
>4 3 s lh is is
5* u $ 4 3

11 2 1 21 2# 31
h3 3a- *3 hi
s s s i- s
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of which the first five are standard.

Table 1 is t

I 2
S4
y

12

a

I 3
2A
y

\3
zy
A

\A
2f
S

M
34
6

|2
34T

13
24

»3
2^r
A

14
23"
i

12
AS
f
21
34
/

21
AS
y

2/
3>
A-

SI
aZ
y

'«'

' !■»
i

i ♦
i

T

I

> ii >
4-

2

I

I #

j

Mi -i !'i -/ i -k

I i !

! '
4-

1^.

I 4

I I

-'H
J ! -4I I 2

I I I
I

1—
I

I
•

I •
f

-+—

ii
j—-
i

i

-I

i : i H

£

A

4
2

.4
2

3-

i >
_) 3

I
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and Table 2 is

1 ■& £ t
I *

i i
i

i

Prom Table 2. we obtain

r =
£

i #

# i -1 £
• • i

(4.18)

and, from the entries alon ; the foot of Table 1, we obtain

# 0

V = B • «

n
(4.19)

JT



Hence, on forming the product I*?, we eee that

«■

-i

77

-I * y

J-

yj f
% -i

(U.20)

yr

The submatrix of ^ corresponding to the other possible

types of tableaux could be calculated similarly by tables.

However, we shall find, in Chapter 6, that, once we have obtained

the submatrix of e. corresponding to the tableaux of type

0~) , it is quite a single matter to calculate all the other

submatrices from it .

Note

In many cases, it is possible to omit many of the rows of

Table 1 in the above construction# This will happen, in fact,

if the shape iX) contains a number of equal columns. For, if

S u and S- are two tableaux of shape (X) which can be obtained

from each other by permuting the equal columns among themselves,

then, for any tableau, ,

It follows that rows i and 3 of the Table 1 are identical, ana

so we need write this row once only.
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For example, in calculating the eubmatrix of ^ corresponding

to the tableaux of type (Is) , for the case iX) = (U,l), we

find that fable 1 contains 60 rows. However, the last three

columns of the shape (U,l) are equal and so it follows that we may-

divide the rows of fable 1 into sets of 6, the rows in each set

being identical. If we now write down each row once only, the

resulting table contains 10 rows, instead of 60,

~l\t
Normalized Form of A

In the same manner as above, we could construct a normalized
4 A J" H

form, A , say, of the invariant matrix T , The

relation (3«21) shows that

-- o

l<„'21 Z1

It follows from this that, in order to determine the normalized
A '

form A we need only normalize the rows of relative

to one another. Clearly, this can be done by pre-multiplying ^
by the matrix i€") , where is the matrix we have already

iAj
used to determine the normalized form of A ,

We then have
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Ufj\xuo, /£"' is
r'^ . _-i

5ii

orthogonal

i ^-l

--w«.
It fallows that

H - 4 (U.21)

<% iU>
and so we need not consider the normalized form, A , any-

further,

Normalized Form of .

AfAi
It is also possible to derive a normalized form, A

of , by much the same method as was used to derive the

normalized form, A • The procedure, however, is complicated
CA'J

in this case by the fact that the induced matrices, A f , are

not themselves in a normalized form, so that it is necessary to

begin by normalizing them,
v <A>We have already defined certain quantities, , by the
/

equation (2.8), For a one-part partition, CX) - , this

definition takes a rather simpler form.

Suppose that S( , S^,,, S^. is the row-ordered set of
tableaux of shape (m), and suppose that a tableau S* belong-

f
ing to the set contains the number 1 /p times, 2 times,..,

T/.-a Y, ^ times. Then the equation (2.8) becomes
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Ms

i* -Z <*•> (U.22)

Let us now write

~ J jf** (it.23)

Then we shall define the m-th normalized induced vector.

%• , of a column vector

as the column-vector

aC«J / C-mJ c>»j
% * tWi,** S (it.2lt)

where >-• denotes the i-th element of the column-vector

Thus, if we put

/?<.»,) a ™ (It. 25)

we may rewrite equation (h.2i+) in the form

** ** • (k.26)

Now suppose that y is a column-vector such that
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t
- /? 3^

Then we saw In the introduction that A is the matrix

such that

■y - n '•*-
Let us now define a matrix, A , as the matrix such

that

a£><n 2jT'WJ ATW
f * A x . <>•«?)

Then it may easily "be proved that

/?'M ^ i^AZ <»•»>

A
and this shows that A is an invariant matrix, equivalent

f/Wj
to A • We shall now show further that A is a

normalized form of •

For, suppose that A is an orthogonal matrix, and that

* /9 ^

Then, from (h,27)

aTWJ ^
- H X-

and

iV-/ »'
« ^ /

(h.2h)
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_ o sad
" & -fai '' 1 ?w

^
2 \W

- <£w , toy the multinomial theorem

-- <r?)
/ %^

/

, since A is orthogonal

toy reversing the steos atoove
a Pm/J

Thus A preserves

Wiw OWUD C%MWV<7*

, *£**1)' *r*J
the unit quadratic form, v %■ ' ** ,

i«e»» if A is orthogonal, so is A • Hence A
£ 51/J

is a normalized form of A •

It follows that the direct product

is also a normalized form. This direct product is

Hca)= Uiisj* I ca,)XJCc\j* v)
or, if we put

Jttw s </X<A,) X y ^CA*) X X Av (<4.30)

-/

we ototain

TVA) 1 ^<a>^TA)Aa> .

(U.31)
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tcshThat is, if we define CUj^ by

CA3 / \■ \l~1- Srl
U>b - / (h.32)

4/ #
,

where *s defined by the equation (2.8), we obtain

n Jm / L'**'
^<A> • (It,33)

If we now put

CXJ
_ _

or
^.-i /T^' 'aJ= ,u>*4 " J

4/

we see at once, from equation (h.31)# that

A r r\T *

T(k-35)

, CvJ
The following properties of the numbers OA a follow

immediately from the definition (h.3^)t

-CA3= /

u>- -CAV ^J= a/. ™

ifc

(U,36)
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Let us now try to reduce the reducible invariant matrix
A ^

• Suppose we pre-multlply TTa> by the matrix

r ^

& = H <T
0 i

where

(h.n)

H f ">,\,l @!,Z
I

I "

—

• *-

- --

i

(I*. 38)

and

H, = fH
■*

0 0 ~ ~ * 0

(U.39)

This pre-multtplication replaces the element

In the position (i»lc)9 if h, by
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+ * Us +• f
^ i F^i 5*'

+• e^\ ** + \
"*4fc ( '^fe,J + ^^/'^'/ ^ (uf55'

.36)

"■»-/

- » by theorem 7( i).
' ' /N /k

^

If we now post«^miltiply the product fr
then, toy an argument similar to that used in the proof of

theorem 11(1), we obtain, in the first h rows of the product,

the elements cP^,Jfe, • In this way, we have semi-
A» '

Isolated from the irreducible invariant matrix

AC>!3 * 1 U.W0

This irreducible invariant matrix was obtained from the
\

normalized, reducible invariant matrix, 71o , by trans¬
forming by the matrix , defined by equation (h.37). In

rx]
order to obtain a normalized form of A , we must now

normalize the transforming matrix, . Here, we shall find

it convenient to follow a slightly different procedure from
A?

that used with the normalized form, A .We shall

normalize the rows of relative to one another, beginning

from row h. and then rov/s h - 1, h - 2,......... 2, 1, and,

after that, rows h + 1, h +2,t.
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In orde*° to apply this normalization, we must pre-multiply

by a matrix

w'- w'
w.

0

W1
•I (UM)

where W is a triangular matrix, of order h x h with zeros

below the diagonal, while is a triangular matrix of order

(t - h) x(t-h), with zeros above the diagonal.

We now find that, if we transform 77^, by the matrix
, we isolate from it a normalized form, A ,

of A
CM

, which is related to A
CM

by the equation

4CAJS w'",^fAjW. OwW)

Thus, in order to construct the normalized invariant matrix,
a£*AjI -i
A , we need only calculate the transforming matrix, W

i.e. the pre-multiplying matrix which normalizes the first h rows

of 34- ♦

The first h rows of form a matrix Lif h, 1 . How,
the last (t ) columns of this matrix consist entirely of zeros,

and these have no effect on the process of normalization. Hence,

if we denote by & the matrix
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r ^

<9-

i

/ ' ' ' «

(U.U3)

jfc -i
is the pre-multiplying matrix whichof order h x *s , then W

normalizes the rows of & •

?

As with the matrix £ used in finding the normalized form

, we shall find it convenient to express W as a

product

Ai\J
A

w ^ sa (h.hh)

where S is a triangular matrix with units +1 along the diagonal

and zeros below the diagonal, and ^3 is a diagonal matrix with

positive diagonal elements# In order to calculate W, we calcul¬
ate S and 4 separately, and form their product SA .

As before, of course, we have

; w"acaV
= £T'S"ALX15£.
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✓"!*CA-J
The matrix SA S is itself an invariant matrix, analogous

to the semi-normal invariant matrix A

y CAJ
equation (h*5)« If we denote it by A

relations

j defined by the

, we obtain two further

ACXl- 5-'/)CAJ (b.k5)

and

A
^

. a' (U.U6)

We can work out a procedure for calculating the matrices S

and Zl , exactly similar to that used in calculating the matrices

T and D.

It is unnecessary to repeat the argument here. As before,

it is possible to set down the calculation in a pair of tables*

In this case, Table 1 will consist of h rows and & columns.

The rows will each be divided into two sub-rows, and we shall

enter the elements of ® into the upper

sub-rows of the table* Into the lower sub-rows, we shall enter

the elements of the normalized form of Q , in succession, as

they are found, beginning with row h , and working upwards to

row 1.

Table 2 will consist of h rows and columns, into which we

shall enter the elements of S , as they are found.

Before giving an example, we should note that, as before, the

matrices W, S, , etc,, can be resolved into direct sums of a
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number of sub-matrices, corresponding to the various types of

tableau*

As an example of the method, let us calculate the subroatrix
/

of W corresponding to the tableaux of type (1,2,1 ), for the

partition <A> = (3,2).
In this case, the row-ordered set consists of 7 tableaux,

\12 123 \X U >34 223 222- 232-
34 -14 2 3 21 14 \3 12 ,

of which the first 3 as?® standard.

Table 1 is, thereforeJ

i 2 2
3U

i 23
2i+

\2U
23

x3U
22

22 3
I 4

Xlit
i J

23 It
11

122
1
......

IX
.......

-1 k
Ii

54
i -% H -* -* 1

\13 1
"

T'
"2

-n -/rl 1

22
1 -4 -Jl fa 2 \

124
■

■ > -ji ~J2 I
23

1 1 -n -JI 1 b
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Table 2 1st

I 0

1

? 1

Prom Table 2, we see that

i
s =

ft.
0

J Hl
9 1

and, from Table 1, we see that

JI
A --

• »

' h '

# 0 IZ

Hence, by forming the product, , we deduce that

JZ i ♦
w =

r. JT

9 • SZ
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chaptbr 5,

SKEW INVARIANT MATRICES.

In the first two chapters of this thesis, we examined the

properties of the tableaux which Young associated with the diagram

of a partition. These diagrams are characterised by the fact that

each row begins in the same first column.

However, it is found that many properties of the Young

diagrams apply equally well to a more general type of diagram,

in which the lower rows may be displaced to the left relative to

the upper rows — that is, to diagrams which are governed by the

rule that no row may project farther to the right than the row

immediately above it, or farther to the left than the row immed¬

iately below it.

Diagrams of this kind were mentioned by Aitken as early as

1927 (see Aitken 1), and their properties, and the properties of

certain representations of the symmetric group associated with

them, have been studied by Robinson (II and III). Robinson calls

them skew diagrams, to distinguish them from the original Young

diagrams, which he calls right diagrams.

A skew diagram may be thought of as a difference between two

right diagrams. For example, if we remove from the rigfrt diagram

X H X * •

X • » »

m • m

of the partition (5,4,3) the nodes belonging to the diagram of the
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partition (3#1) (represented on the above diagram "by crosses, X ),
we obtain the skew diagram

• •

0 0 0
• ~ t

„ . . *i

0 0 0

which we may conveniently call a diagram of shape (5.U.3) - (3*1).
More generally, if <A)- ( \ t ....... • «, A^) and

(. \') = ( a/ i A^ ,••••*•» A^, ) are any two partitions, then,
provided

^ (* =(/^/

we may obtain a skew diagram of shape a) -(a') by removing

the nodes belonging to the diagram of shape a') from the diagram

of shape a>.
We may obtain tableaux by replacing the nodes of a skew

diagram by the numbers 1, 2, n, in exactly the same way

as with a right diagram. All the definitions of Chapters 1 and 2

can then be applied, without change, to these more general tableaux.

For example, we shall say that a skew tableau is admissible if it

contains no repetitions within any column? and, if, further, the

figures in each row and each column occur in their natural order,
H ■ ' .

we shall say that the tableau is standard.

Theorems 1 to 10 of Chapters 1 and 2 hold also for skew
•! y ,

_

tableaux. In fact, it may be readily verified that the proofs

of these theorems can be carried over, word for word, to the skew

tableaux.
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This being so, we naturally inquire whether it is possible

to construct invariant matrices, analogous to the irreducible

invariant matrices of theorem 11, associated with these shew

diagrams*

Let us consider the reducible invariant matrices

*x""s* (5.1)

, ^ -ta-A'J v-IV-A;]
TTr. ^ ' 'X/? • A *4

and

W<«3" * ' <>•»

* , <=■=>,sCOd-k\')l '

where A/' *** ^ ^ = (A!/**, are
the conjugate partitions to and <AV respectively.

We can transform these matrices in exactly the same way as

we transformed the matrices , etc., in the proof of

theorem 11. When we do so, we obtain the following result,
?

Theorem 15.

The matrices

CtM-iS'fl f.'tf <*)-<■*>
(1) 4 =1- J

rC<A)-a')]_ rjf <a;-u'>7
(ii) >» J
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where i and k vary from 1 to h ,are equivalent invariant

matrices of A.

Trace of A .

[co -av
We can find the trace of A in the same way as

rCJ
we found the trace of A *'*" in Chapter 3, In fact, if we

denote by Of , , °fx ,...••«•• r' , the latent roots of A, we
ON)

find that the trace of A is a sura of terras of the

form

«t,
one such term arising from each standard tableau of type (p).

Wow, Aitken deals with functions of this form in two of his

papers (see Aitken I and IV). In the latter, he proves that the

function is equal to the determinant

Ju - I Ju , 0 . I (5.U)

a

(Here, we must arrange that the parts Af > ......... A ^ of
a) and the parts A/ , A, A J ^ a') occur in» i 'JK

ascending order, not in descending order, as before).

Hence we have the result

r<A>-U'>J o

tr.rt - ' (5.5)
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tiX)-(M
Irreducible Components of A

The skew invariant matrices are, in general, reducible. If

we wish to find, their irreducible components, we may do so by

expressing the trace, ^tco-uo1 , as a linear combination of
bialternants,

A method of doing so had been described by Aitken (IV, p. 3075*
Aitken* s method may be expressed, in the notation of this chapter,

as follows}

denote by Ej. the operator which reduces the j -th part of
/

a partition on which it operates by 1, Then the irreducible eom-
[(X)

■porients of A are determined by the formula

1'■ i ni iM' ' ■ ■ * ■ ■

(5,6)
00

that is, the irreducible components are obtained by operating on

the suffix of with the bialternant, Mgfy , of E,, S^,,,
For example, corresponding to the skew diagram

we have

If we denote by {, as in Littlewood III, and

apply the expansion theorem of Aitken III to ^0(Bp s this
becomes
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h » tiiii = [£ e?err<v?~l2/W Liij- / u.-t-h, J

- {2JzJ3} * {i/ij2} *iV,}i * ih''"i

+ *" +1 i
(■ •

= UV)+ M'7 fr2*?'

Attken* 3 formula, (5.6) above, may be compared with a very

similar formula of Murnaghan for the irreducible components of a

direct product* A^^X A*"*"* • Murnaghan1 s formula, as
:

stated by Boerner, is

Hs>' h*')= Q"fJi''' v* ^*> <5-7>

where hy iS the operator which increases by 1 the J-th part
of a partition on which it operates.

The close resemblance between the equations (5.6) and (5.7)

suggests that we may apply Murnaghan* s recurrence method for

finding the irreducible components of A X A*** to the
C(X)-<X)J

problem of finding the irreducible components of A

As an example, let us find the irreducible components of the
[a?*) -(3,01

skew invariant matrix A , associated with the

skew diagram ,
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For an explanation of the method see Murnaghan II, pp, 55-61,

The steps of the calculation are as follows*

First, we observe that the partition (3,1) precedes Its

conjugate, (2,1 ), when we arrange the partitions of h in lexical

order. Hence, instead of calculating the resolution of

AC^> -OM airecwy> we begln by calculating m re3olutlon of

A | (3 »2 ) being the conjugate partition to
ik*, 2),
(i) We suppose that we have already calculated

Then, preceding these two partitions by 3s we obtain a pair

of terms

f it'5/.
(ii) From Murnaghan*s tables, we find that, in this case,

0 = * %r)y'

On operating with this on we obtain a set of terras

ii,\i + i*}
We now precede these partitions by 2, to obtain a set of tems

of which the first vanishes,

(iii) From Murnaghan1 s tables, we find that

c - —)

If we operate with this on OrJ we obtain a pair of terms
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tyi +

On preceding these terns "by 1, we obtain the terms

(iv) On adding together these terms, we obtain

haywa 'Hs',?+ u
*1>M + U/J + i*>? *■

Finally, to obtain ^, we take the conjugates of
these terms. The result is

Adju^ate Diagrams.

Suppose that two skew shapes, (\J - and

are such that each may be obtained from the other by turning it

upside-down and from right to left. Then we shall say that the

diagrams are adiugate to each other.

For example, the diagram of the shape (5,^,3) - (3,1) is

• * *

If we turn it upside down, and from left to right, we obtain a

shape
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which corresponds to the skew diagram (5»b,2) - (2,1)•
Let us now express more precisely the condition that two

diagrams, -(X) and tv)-iv) , are adjugate to each

other. Suppose

t A) - (.Ay'V*)
( a9 = <\,K, X>

(v) ,^r)
iv')

Then the two shapes will be adjugate to each other if, for

each i,

Vis ~ \ + l

v* * \ - Kj>+\

It can be easily shown that, if two diagrams, <S)
and i v) — ty ') , are adjugate, then

\iX)-aoJ ~ \m-(.V'>3 - (5,9)

This is proved, for exan^le, by Aitken (IV, p. 302), and by

Robinson (III, theorem 1.3)•
We see that invariant matrices corresponding to adjugate

diagrams are equivalent.

In particular, we deduce that, if the adjugate of any skew
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is irreducible. The condition for the

i is a right diagram, then the invariant

adjugate of (A) ~(X) to be a right diagram, is, clearly,

Hence we deduce that any skew invariant matrix, A

must be irreducible. This appears to be the only case in which

a skew invariant matrix is irreducible.

The property (5*9) may be used, in many cases, to simplify

the calculation of the irreducible components of a skew invariant

matrix, **»-<**
As an example, let us calculate the irreducible components

of the skew Invariant matrix, ^ ^ associated with

the skew-diagram

AI - A| for ai 1.
[<**>-a')J

0

# 0

If we take the adjugate, we obtain the diagram
\

# • # #

# 0

# 9

of shape (5,3,2) - (1*).
Hence we see that

A = A
c<.s/42>-avj
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'*/ /
•- m* +

Sometimes it is possible to express a skew invariant

matrix as a direct product of other invariant matrices. The most

important case of this occurs when the shape (A) — (\') breaks

up into a number of disjoint portions, i.e., into a number of

diagrams which have no row or column in common. This happens

whenever there is a number, i, such that
/

Xj, Z ^4/4-1
while

Xy ^ for at least one j > i.

In that case, we have the following result.

Theorem 1U.

Suppose the shape (A) -*CAO breaks up into two disjoint

portions, (^i) and (which may themselves be ri^ht

or skew)« Then

JOd-OCQ = £
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Proof,

Aitken (I, p. 59) mentions that, under the conditions of

the theorem

ra>-exa r<«j
and this proves that the matrices A and A X A

are equivalent. We shall show no® that they are actually equal to
•

• ■' • ■ '♦ •• '

each other.

Clearly9 each standard tableau of shape -C\') can be

resolved into a pair of disjoint standard tableaux, of shapes (<*>,}
and , Conversely, any two standard tableaux of shapes ((J,)
and <4^) may be joined together to form a standard tableau of
shape CA> - < A9 ,

In order to avoid too cumbersome a notation, we shall denote

the standard tableaux of shape ((J,) by 8? and those of

shape by | and we shall denote the standard

tableau of shape (A) , formed by joining the two standard

tableaux and of shapes (u>t) and Cu^) respectively,
by Sj,t .

Correspondingly, we shall denote the tableau-functions of

shapes^, )y (^) and (A) - ( V? by $ F^ and
respectively,

Then it can be easily shown that

, f«1 ruy (5.10)
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In order to find a similar relationship "between the

substituants ^ we mast first
deduce a set of relationships between the * s» etc#, of

shapes iu>t) $ and CA) ~ •

Following the notation used above, we shall denote by

the of shape ( f fey ^ those of shape
and by those of shape (A) - CA') • Then it can be

shown that

q. „ 9?' (5.11)

We shall now prove, by induction, that

^%o-.ktK ' . (5.12)

First, (5*12) clearly holds when k = >? = 1} for then

^"1 rJL

and

a>
_ p.<^>

<>,' " b>
- /» <*.)nA - /r >- r0' triu

- cpiz)
Next, suppose the result (5.12) has been proved for all

substituants ^ ^ , where g < k and ^ has any value,
and also when g = k, and ^/< J? .
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Then, denoting by the number of standard tableaux
of shape <4>a) , ^ , K.(

<*W 8

_ «> r«> $ /> ^^</* _ga"'~~/f, **>* '/V ^ V

by equations (1.22),

This coB3>letes the proof of the theorem.
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Corollary

Under the conditions of the theorem, It can "be proved,

similarly, that

tfoo-w3 ,

Finally, we shall deduce a theorem giving an expression

for an invariant matrix of a direct sum in terras of the skew

Invariant matrices,

Theorem

(A + e)'* A 2AC*\ 0™**"
where the summation is over all partitions, (A') - 4 At/ \'X/ Aw
such that 0 ^ for each i 4 r.

In this theorem, ssr denotes * is equivalent to*, and
0

. -3 denotes direct summation.

Proof.

It is not true, in general, that (A + b) ^ is actually

equal to the direct sum shown. This may "be readily verified, for
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example, in the case (.A/ » (2,1), if we talce A of order 2x2,

and B of order lxl.

There are some indications that, if we consider the normalized

form, (A +• B) then the matrix can be transformed by sane

permutation matrix into a direct sum of matrices, which are equi¬

valent to the respective terms of the direct sum on the right.

However, we need only show that the two expressions are

equivalent, and, for this, it is sufficient to show that their

traces are equal.

Suppose that A is of order nf x n, , with latent roots
, °^2. #•»#•#•», 9 and that B is of order (n - n^x(n - n#)

with latent roots °c/tlr^l » •

ITow consider any standard tableau, S, say, of shape <X) .

If we disregard any figures I ,*j+2. tu which occur

in S,theremainder is a standard tableau, S4 , say, of some shape,
( \') t satisfying the conditions of the theorem, and formed from

the numbers 1, 2, ... ly
If, oh the other hand, we disregard any figures 1,2,........, n#

which occur in S, the remainder is a standard tableau , say,

of shape iA) -(A'), formed from the numbers ^ + t ,

In this way, we may resolve any standard tableau, S, of shape

(b/, into a pair of standard tableaux, Bf and , of shapes
tA'7 and <A) - CA'.) .

Conversely, if ( AV is any partition satisfying the conditions

of the theorem, and if S( and S are any two standard tableaux of
shapes ( \V and (.A) - formed from the numbers 1,2, ,n t ,

and jr\ 9 +2, n respectively, then they may be

joined together to form a standard tableau, S, of shape <A) .
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How, corresponding to any standard tableau, S( , of type
( ^ * ¥1 §•«♦*•♦*» f^) and shape C \') , there occurs a tern

fat
«v

in the expansion of h ^/j( °*t • ^ )« Also,
corresponding to any tableau, S2 , of type (<?*'' —/faf)
and shape CA) — C AV § there occurs a term

/**.
*+•/

in the expansion of
_u,;j ( ^ ).

If we join these two tableaux, St and 3^ , together, we
obtain a standard tableau, S, of shape <,A) type

( fa $ fa and a corres¬
ponding term

^
in the expansion of h ( ^ ^ ,i A/ . £ . 8 4 -

On adding together all the terms obtained in this way from
> i

all possible pairs of tableaux, S and Q , for a fixed
' *" ♦

partition, (y) , we see that h ( ^ , <*£ )
contains in its expansion a set of terms

I

%*>-<*>/ V* - -
Finally, if we add together the expressions obtained in this

way from every possible shape, CAV , satisfying the conditions

of the theorem, we see that
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Vw- -rJ-V^vvV
\ > «•' «s <1 -« n» -t k 0 ' ' - , J ' " J ' ■• • ' ' -

end this completes the proof of the theorem.

Similarly, it can be proved that, if <X)-CA9 is any

skew shape, then

(/}+- 0) =# -t-^4 A 0
'} ? *• '* 1 •** "** s? ? _t .» ,y w<; } 1 "<■' '

where the summation is over all partitions, Ka") — .k'L)
» ' / ' 7

such that, for each i ^ r,

A* ^ A* A*.
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CHAPTER 6.

STRUCTURE OF INVARIANT MATRICES
- " ' ' V

It has been observed by Aitken (see Aitken VI) that an

irreducible invariant matrix can be partitioned into submatrices

according to the types of the tableaux which determine its elements.

More precisely, we can partition the matrix into submatrices in such

a way that two elements, let us say, the (i,k)-th and the ( Lfy^ )-th
elements, belong to the same submatrix if, and only if, the tableaux

S. and S, are of the same type, and the tableaux S* and S„is 1/ 42, 7>

are of the same type.

In this chapter, we shall consider in some detail the

relationship between the different submatrices, for two forms of

- the irreducible invariant matrix corresponding to the partition

(A) — viz., for the natural form, k^ , and for the

normalized form, H ,

Now we saw, in Chapter 3, that the irreducible invariant

matrix, A , can be obtained by applying a suitable trans¬

formation to the reducible Invariant matrix, R^ . The elements
of this matrix, R^ , are themselves characterised by pairs of
tableaux belonging to an admissible column-ordered set} for we

know, from the proof of theorem 11(111), that the (i,k)-th
element of Is , "the leading deteminantal product

of the tableau-function , where and S^ are two
tableaux belonging to the admissible column-ordered set.

It follows, then, that we may partition R^ into sub-
matrices according to the types of the tableaux and •
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In order to exhibit more clearly this partitioning of R<^) ,
we shall modify the ordering of the tableaux of the admissible

column-ordered set which was described in Chapter 3# There, we

arranged the tableaux in such a way that the standard tableaux

occurred, in lexical order, as the first h tableaux of the set.

Now we shall find it more convenient to arrange the tableaux in

such a way that all the tableaux — standard and non-standard —

of a given type come together. Within the subset formed by the

tableaux of any particular type, (p) , say, we shall arrange the

tableaux in the same order as before, viz., first the standard

tableaux of type (p), in lexical order, and then the non-standard

tableaux of type (p), in any order. The order in which the sub¬

sets occur is unimportant! for convenience, we may arrange them

so that the first tableaux of the various subsets appear in lexical

order.

We can now rearrange correspondingly the rows and columns of

R to conform with this new ordering of the tableaux. When

this has been done, R ^^y can be partitioned into submatriees

where all the tableaux, Sr. which determine the rows, are ofw A/ w

type (p), and all the tableaux, % , which determine the columns,
are of ty p e (q,).

(6.1)

In Chapter 3» we transformed ky the matrix , where
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^ is defined by equation (3.18), Let us now permute the rows and
columns of ^ in the same way as we have permuted the rows and
columns of &^ 9 a^d let us partition ^ in conformity with
the partitioning of so) •

How, we know already that, if and 3^ are two tableaux
of different types, then ~ 0. It follows that the off-

diagonal sub-matrices of ^ must all be zero matrices} that is,
f has no« heen expressed as a direot am of diagonal smtoatrioes
corresponding to the various possible types of tableau. If we

denote by the submatrix corresponding to the tableaux

of type (p), then we have the relation

(jc) (6.2)

where X, denotes direct summation.
A if")We can partition cy '

in the proof of theorem ll(iii), into the form

in the same way as we partitioned

r- H 0

7W r

where H (ft) is of order h

(6.3)

x h denoting the

number of standard tableaux of type (p)»

On transforming R by ' , we find that the submatrix

% is replaced by the matrix
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and we know, from theorem ll(iil), that this submatrix has the

form

r
f\

0

R

R

(j^XfrT
\i

cpCf)
iz

(6.4)

where "fciie suhmatrix of whose rows are

characterised by the tableaux of type (p), and xvhose columns

are characterised by the tableaux of type (q).

We thus see that, when we transform 8^ by ^ ' ,
each of the submatrices RIs reduced separately to the

form (6,4). In order to complete the reduction of , it

is only necessary now to permute the rows and columns of / 'W'
so as to bring all the zero submatriees together to the lower

left-hand corner of the matrix.

If we denote by t%r*j the submatrix of the matrix
whose rows are determined by the standard tableaux,

of type (p), and whose columns are determined by the standard

tableaux, V Of type (q), we obtain a relation

(6.5)
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similar to equation (3.29)• This equation suggests that we may
M

find the required relationship between the subraatriees

of by finding the relationship between the diagonal
Ljf)

submatrices, H ' , of H.

However, we wish to extend our argument later to the structure
A,

of the normalized invariant matrix, A , and, in order to do

so, we shall require rather more than was suggested in the last

paragraph. In fact, we shall find it convenient to examine the

relationship between the various submatriees,

(6.6)7^
of the matrix r defined by the equation (3.2h).

A typical submatrix I is the one corresponding to (p)
a (1 ), i.e., the submatrix determined by those tableaux which

are formed from the in distinct numbers 1, 2, ........ m.

How, we saw earlier, in Chapter 2, that the tableaux of any

other type, (p), may be obtained from those of type (1 ) by

applying the appropriate contraction, (p). We shall use this
r-r\ (jtj

fact to find a method of determining the submatrix I from

the submatrix '

Before giving the general argument, let us illustrate the

procedure by an example* We shall take (A) - (2,1), In

this case, the column-ordered set of type (1^ ) is:
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s. -
u

s, '
\z
U3
S

iZ
if

2\
§ s it*-

S

5„ =
it
zu
s

21
V = ^3"V f

5, -
i i
if
4

21
if

5. =

5 "

u
zs
J

s ,

and the submatrix T
(lO

is given by:
i z
3 A-

J

> Z
25"
Ur

i 3

i

i 5
Zp
U
i/
3

iU-
f I 9 # t

mi

(
3/
A

# I • # #

H

g
9 9 ! -# 9

<3
2g
A

# # i 0

\L
2g
h

9 # # * 1
\2

s 1 -1 -1 i 0

21
H
5" 1 -1 • «

A'
A3
S 1 'I # # 0

2>
■)g
A

• 1 # -i 1
-it
ut
S

9 0 1 -i 1

s, to s,<,

In writing dov::a this, oatrix, we have placed the tableaux

as row-headings in front of the rows, and the

standard tableaux S. to S- as column-headings above the columns.s
-ta afv

Suppose we wish to determine the submatrix I , for

example, from this. We proceed by applying to the numbers l,2,3,hf5j

the appropriate contraction, namely
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1 1

2 * 2

3 > 3

k h

5 h

On applying this contraction, we find that the tableaux Sf
to S((? are transformed into the tableaux
T = it r - Li t ■■ Li r = Li it
14 4 ^ 4 ^ 4 *2

12. -HI f '
T- - 11 r rti r - 4i t z }« t - **T - *> V - >* V + ' A 4. .

It will be noticed that the tableaux T( to Tf0 are not all
distinct, and that some of them are inadmissible. In fact,

f, m |a , c , Tr W « and T^. , , Tg and ?lo
are Inadmissible.

Since S and S both transform into the same tableau of

3 ' 00
type (1 , 2) let us add columns 1 and 2 of the suteaatrix

and, for the same reason, let us also add columns 3 and h. Further,

let us omit column 5j which is determined by an inadmissible tableau.

On performing these operations, we obtain the matrix
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I z
3A
A

X
A
\3
M
A

13
*A
A

it
J
U
A3
4
Z\
3A
A

Zt
»3
A
di
3A
A
31
AZ

A

I 2
3A

J*

I

t3
2A-
A

1

I -I

I '!

Two points will be noted about this matrix, viz.:

(i) Those rows which are characterised by the same tableau of
%

type (1, 2) are identical, and

(11) Those rows which are characterised by inadmissible tableaux

consist entirely of zeros#

If we now write down once only those rows which are character¬

ised by the same tableau, and omit those rows which are determined

by inadmissible tableaux, we obtain, finally, the matrix
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11
iu
b

I z
lb
H-

I I
21*
b

Z\
hb
b I

I?
Ztt
b

I

-I

oU)
which is readily seen to be the submatrix T

We must now justify this procedure for the general case.

For this argument, and for the rest of the present chapter,

we shall find the following convention useful:

if & is any permutation of the numbers 1,2,, m, and

S is any tableau (of any type), we shall denote byC' S the tableau

obtained by applying the permutation & to the positions of the

figures of S«

More precisely, if we label each node of the diagram (\) by

the figure which replaces it in the first standard tableau of type

(1 ), and if CT is the permutation

Z
n/. (<K <5. °b)& ~ V I Z btu /

then, for any tableau, S, & S will denote the tableau whose

V-th position Is occupied by the figure in the Oy -th position
of S for V « 1,2,, m. There is a note on permutations

of this kind at the end of the introduction.

The importance of this convention lies in the following fact:

if a tableau, S, of type (1 ), is replaced in the contraction

(p) "by a tableau, T, of type (p), then, for any permutation, & ,At/
tableau & S is replaced in the contraction
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by Cf T #

Let us no?/ show that the method used in the above example
/-p -j-v

to calculate a submatrix, ' , of ' from the submatrix

\ is valid in all cases. In doing so, we shall denote

the tableaux of shape (.A) and type (1 ") belonging to the column-

ordered set by S, , , and we shall denote the
corresponding tableau*of type (p), obtained by applying the

contraction (p) to the set Sf , S^,,, , , by
Ti ' tA * \ •

Suppose that ia a standard tableau of type {l*f uhloh
transforms under the contraction (p) into the standard tableau,

T^, of type (p), and let ff be any horizontal permutation.
If we apply the permutation, If , to S , the resulting tableau

will not, in general, belong to the column-ordered set. However,

there will always be a unique vertical permutation, &P , say,

which brings the figures of each column of irSr into their
natural order. Suppose that

(6.7)

Then S-, belongs to the admissible column-ordered set, and

according as Sf is an even or odd permutation.

In this manner, we can find a non-zero element of column $2/
Tvtr1"') < _

of I corresponding to each horizontal permutation, TT ,

If w© apply the contraction (p) to , we obtain the
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standard tableau, , of type (p). In general this tableau

will contain repetitions* To illustrate the argument, let us

suppose that T^, contains one pair of identical figures. This
means that contains a pair of figures which both transform

into the same figure under the contraction (p). We shall denote

by the tableau which is obtained from 3^ by inter¬
changing these two figures. Then is also replaced by T^
in the contraction (p).

Since is an admissible tableau, Its two identical

figures cannot lie in the same column. There are, then, two

possibilities for these figures:

(i) they may lie in the same row, or

(ii) they may lie in different rows.

Let us consider the two cases separately.

(i) contains a pair of identical figures in the same row.

In this case, is not a standard tableau. Let us

denote by ^ the horizontal permutation which interchanges

the two identical figures of T^ . Then

V = 5 %.
It follows from this that, if If is any horizontal permutation,

then

*S4» 1 * * \ • (6,9)

Hence, if we apply the contraction (p) to both sides of this

equation, we see that
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= (6.10)

This tableau, 1f , will always be admissible.

There exists a unique vertical permutation, B* , which

brings the figures in each column of into their natural

order, so that the tableau B* ffTfc, belongs to the admissible
column-ordered set, and

BrrT^ - (6ai)

Since both the tableaux in equation (6.11) are admissible, we

deduce that the tableau B* ff and B*1f$ both belong

to the admissible column-ordered set. Further, if we put

a Tf S and. S - - B If$ 9 we see that
ff

T -T-

and

0£-fe-=^&- (6.12)

Thus those elements of column k which are determined by the

same tableau of type (p) are equal.

Also, since all the tableaux are admissible, those

elaments which are determined by inadmissible tableaux of type

(p) must all vanish.

We have seen that is a non-standard tableau, and so
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is the only standard tableau of type (1 ) which trans¬

forms into T^ under the contraction (p),
(ii) T ^ contains a pair of identical figures in different rows.

In this case, , as well as , is a standard

tableau. As ft ranges over the set of all horizontal permutations,

the tableaux it T will all be distinct. For any such tableau,

It T , where are two possibilities.4,
(a) It is admissible,

(b) is *na(3B!^ssikle»

These cases must be considered separately.

(a) Tf admissible.

In this case, there is a unique vertical permutation, ,

which restores the figures of each column of IfT^ to their
natural order, so that &* It T, belongs to the admissible

column-ordered set.

Let us denote the corresponding tableau, It , of type

(1 by Sy . Then
„ *

/

according to the parity of

If we denote by the tableau frit , then also

belongs to the admissible column-ordered set, and

That is, the k-th element of row i of » is equal to the
* w
k -th element of row j. Hence, if we add columns k and k ,
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the i-th and 3-th elements of the restating column will be equal.

Since and T. are identical tableaux, we see that, in this
0

case also, the elements of those rows which are determined by the

same tableau of type (p) are equal.

(b) if inadmissible.

In this ease, the two figures which transform into the same

figure in the contraction (p) lie in the same column of It •

The tableau 1T will be obtained from r by inter-

changing these figuresf that is, if we denote by ^ the odd
vertical permutation which interchanges these two figures in 1T 3^
then

ft\ = 5 t

Thus, if is the vertical peiroutation which brings the

figures of each column of If% into their natural order, then
the vertical permutation which brings the figures of each column

of IT into their natural order is , and

s (6.1W

Hence, since and &■$ are of opposite parity,

= " ^4* (6,15)

Thus, when we add columns k and k of / , we obtain a

zero in row i of the resulting column.

So, finally, we see that, in all cases, in the matrix obtained

from / by adding those columns that are determined by the
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same tableau of type (p), and omitting those columns that ape

determined by inadmissible tableaux of type (p), the rows that

are determined by the same tableau of type (p) are equal, and

the rows that are determined by inadmissible tableaux of type

(p) consist entirely of zeros.

The above argument applies to the case in which the tableaux

contain only one repetition. In general, these tableaux will

contain several sets of two or more identical figures. Within

each set, some of the identical figures may occur in the same row,

while others occur in different rows. The argument given for the

special case can clearly be generalised to apply to these more

general tableaux also.

The method may be used to calculate the various submatrices,

'T*from the subxnatrix ~P ^ , but it is unnecessary

since these submatrices can be written down directly from their

definition. However, wte shall find, when we extend the procedure

to the determination of the structure of the normalized Invariant
a {A?

matrix, A , that it does provide a practical method of

calculating the various submatrices of the matrix X, defined by

equation (h.16).
We shall now express the result of the above argument in a

slightly different form. In order to do so, we must first define

a certain class of matrices, in terns of the tableau*.

E-Matrices.

Let us denote by the number of tableaux of type (p)

belonging to the admissible column-ordered set of tableaux of shape

(A)« Then, if we suppose the tableaux of type (p) belonging to
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th© set to he T( ,T^9 311 'fclie tableaux of type
(1 ) to he sf, Sz> , , the tableaux
(k « 1,2,# are obtained, together with some inadmiss¬

ible tableaux, by applying the contraction, (p), to the tableaux

S • (i » 1,2 £■"**).
ijv)

lre shall now define certain quantities, * as follows?

if the tableau T^ , of type (p), is obtained by applying the
contraction (p) to the tableau S• of type (1 ), we put

' 1

Otherwise we put (6,16)

e'^ -o t->4- f

In terras of these quantities, we can define a matrix,
A 0"*) A if")

of order M/ x & , by the equation

The i-th row of Bw\ will be characterised by the tableau

, of type (1 ), and the k-th column by the tableau, T^ , of
type (p) ; and, in writing down the matrix in any particular

example, we may write the tableaux S, , S^,».,*•*, as
headings in front of the rows, and the tableaux T^ ,
as headings above the columns.

Thus, for example, corresponding to the partition C\)^^0
the E-matrix 1° given by
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11

A

\J
ZA
A

21
*A
A

\1

}«
14"
A

I?
z¥
9

13
2f
A

IV
2r
3
|2

5"

21

21
Aj
s

21
33"
A

il

r

Certain rows of the matrix will "be determined by

standard tableaux, 3^ , of type (1 ), We shall refer to these
rows as the standard rows of • Similarly, we shall refer to

those columns which are determined by standard tableaux, , of

type (p), as the standard columns, and we shall call the submatrix

formed by the intersection of the standard rows and columns the

standard submatrix.
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For example, in the matrix E(j^ above, dotted lines have
been drawn "below the standard rows and after the standard columns.

These lines partition the matrix into four suhmatrices, of which

the upper left is the standard submatrix.

Let us now consider some of the properties of the matrices

E ,

We know already that, if is obtained by applying the

contraction (ju) to a tableau, S^, , then, for any permutation,
& , of the numbers 1, 2, m, the tableau Cr can

be obtained by applying (p) to the tableau & S^, ,

Thus, if we put and T^, = & , then,
provided the tableaux S • » T, , 8. , T. all belong to the* % * ~ cf)
admissible coluran-ordered set (so that the quantities 6^^

and B are both defined)

6,^ - et\ (6.18)
/

As to the condition that S - , T., , S. and T must allf *2, b yf

belong to the admissible column-ordered set, the following two

facts may be readily deduced from the equation (2.2)t

(i) If and V both belong to the column-ordered set, then

so do T^ and Cf (but either or both of T^ and C may
be inadmissible,

(ii) If T^ and Cf both belong to the admissible column-
ordered set, then so do and Of S^, ,

If we know any non-zero element of , we can use the

property (6,18) to deduce all the others. There are two alternative

methods.
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First, suppose the non-sero element is - 1. Then

It Is the only non-zero element In row i of • (Clearly,
each row of contains at most one non-zero element, since

there is only one tableau which can be obtained by applying the

contraction (p) to any tableau, S^, of type (1 ). In order
to find the non-zero element, if any, of some other row, row if,

say, of » we suppose that Cf is the permutation which

transforms into • Then we know, from property (i)

above, that the corresponding tableau T = Cf T^ of type (p)
belongs to the column-ordered set. If is admissible, then we

/A,)
obtain an element = I of row t of ♦ If Is

Inadmissible, this means that row i* of E consists entirely

of zeros.

Alternatively, starting from the non-zero element er• ^
we can find all the other non-zero elements of column k of ®(2,)f
For, if the tableau T^ contains repetitions, then any perrautat-
ioh, Cf , which merely permutes the sets of identical elements

among themselves will leave T^ invariant, so that

(6.19)

If we now put

S - <^5-A/

then the equation (6,18) shows that

(h) ijt/)
evfc = . ««•»>
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Thus, we obtain another non-zero element of column k of E^)
If we repeat this process for each permutation, & , such that

equation (6.19) holds, we obtain all the non-zero elements of

column k.

We must now find the non-zero elements in the other columns

of E^ • In order to find a non-zero element in column K ,
let us suppose that C is a permutation which transforms T

into ?_. , so that
IS

\
Then, if we put ^3^, = , the equation (6.18) shows that

In this way, we obtain a non-zero element of column of

We can then calculate all the other non-zero elements by the

method described above for calculating the non-zero elements of

column k.

In this way, we can construct the complete matrix, E.jj* ,LfU>

starting from any known non-zero element, - / • This

original non-zero element is chosen so that it fulfils the

condition; is replaced by T^ in the contraction (p).
It may be thou^it that we could construct a matrix similar

to E
^ by arbitrarily deciding that some element, the (i,k)-th

element, say, shall be a unit +1, and then calculating the

remaining non-zero elements by the method described above.
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However, we find that this is impossible, unless the contraction

(p) replaces by In fact, we always find that there

is sane permutation, & , such that & S^, "belongs to the

In other wordss if we find any matrix whose elements satisfy

We have seen that, if we apply the contraction (p) to the

tableaux SJ , , we obtain the tableaux f t ,

$ together with certain Inadmissible tableaux. Now

suppose that (q) is a second contraction, and that the admissible

tableaux which can be obtained by applying the contraction (q) to

S, , S2, S> are XJ( , U^) . We shall then
define certain new quantities, "^42/ 9 as f'ollow8!!

if there exists a tableau, S^, say, of the column-ordered
f

set, whioh is replaced by in the contraction (p), and by

U«, in the contraction (q), then

column-ordered set, while does not.

the equation (6.18), that matrix must be

Otherwise (6.21)

We next define a matrix,
a

B,. \/^\ * of order x
C^kp)

by the equation

(6.22)
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It is clear from this definition that

1 EifXjc) ■ <6*s3>
Also,

s

C - g
a *) cju)

(6.2U)

Let us now investigate the properties of the matrices

We have seen that, if eT*r =» , then there is some

tableau, Sh , of type (1"*"), which transforms into T • under
/

the contraction (p) and into U# under the contraction (q). In
general, there will he a number of tableaux of type (1 ), other than

S" , which transform into T« under the contraction (p), and a
0
number, other than S^, , which transform into TJ^ under the con¬
traction (q) | and these two sets may have other tableaux in

common besides , Let us denote by the number of

tableaux of type (l41") which both transform into under (p)
and into X under (q). Then we have a relation

<^Xf)_L— c*» -'P .*

iMvji
From the equation (6.25)» we deduce at once that
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Thc rows of E, will "be characterised "by the

tableaux T( , T^,•«•••«, T^cja , and the colurans by the
tableaux U( , , , • Many of the properties of
the matrices are also possessed by the matrices

For example, we denote by the tableau <X T^, , and

by UK the tableau cf , then, provided , Tt and
all belong to the admissible column-ordered set,

(6.27)

In fact, if we have found any non-zero element of »

we can use the property (6.2?) to calculate all the other elements

of the matrix, exactly as before.

As an example of this more general kind of 3-matrix, let

us calculate the matrix
/ 2) * ^OT case

The matrix is easily found to be

^2X^2)

H
2i
3

M

*

\i

u

21
2+

0
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In terms of the matrices , we can now establish a

theorem which expresses the result of the previous section.

Theorem 16,

Suppose that T^ is a standard tableau of type (p), and
that column k of the standard submatrix of contains

units, +1, in the positions i( , 1^,iy • Then the
k-th column of the matrix product E/, * Pis equal to the

sum of columns i; , iy of ' .

For example, if we take (A) ~ (.2*0 and (p) = (1*2.)
then

e„.» t 0*2)

I z
34
4

13
*4
4-

12
34
5

fZ

4

13
£■
J2
ar
*
14
25
3

12
43
5
21

J*
43
*-
21
33
4
31
42
5

21
34
4

I 2
34
4

13
2/t
4

21
34
4

I 2
34
A

• 3

i"

i -J
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IX
34
4

\1
34
jr

ix
if
4

*3
24
5
<3
if
4

2?
3

12
4i
.f
2f

2l
43
f
21
}$
4

3i

13
24
4

I -/

i -I

and this last matrix is precisely the matrix which we found
rr-\M

earlier, in calculating the matrix I from J

A iX}
Structure of A .

Let us now examine the structure of the normalized invariant
a ffi *{\1 *aJ

matrix, A • We can partition A like A
/ /

into suhmatrices according to the types of the tableau*which

characterise its rows and columns.

In order to construct the normalized form, , we

transform the reducible invariant matrix R
^ by an orthogonal
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/

matrix, %, , As we saw in Chapter h, the matrix JL is

obtained by post-multiplying the transforming matrix, d* » of>
,n-\ r

Chapter 3, by a triangular matrix, S3 • Now, we have found,

at the beginning of the present chapter, that f' can be resolved

into a direct sum of a number of subraatrices, $ corres¬

ponding to the various possible types of tableau# In normalizing

^ , we normalize the different submatrices, »
separately.

The effect is that the matrices and ^ also may be

expressed as direct suras of diagonal submatrices, corresponding

to the different types of tableaux} let us say,

& = it €<a?
<jc)

and

Xs - 0 (6.29)

In practice, as we already know, we need not find the whole

of the matrix, % , but only the subraatrix, X , formed by

those columns which are characterised by the standard tableaux.
v 'P

In conformity with this, we shall denote by A the subraatrix

of X formed by those columns which are characterised by

the standard tableaux of type # This subraatrix is obtained
/*p

from the subraatrix, ' , by postraultiplying it by the leading

subraatrix of order of , We shall denote

this leading submatrix of by ^ •
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We shall now try to establish scene relationship between the

various submatrices, X^ of X , The most general eub-
y U *9matrix of this hind is the submatrix A § associated with

the tableaux which are formed from the m distinct numbers

1, 2,, m. We wish to find a method of calculating any sub-
yi/f) yO*>

matrix, A from the subraatrix 'v #

As before, we shall begin with an example.

In Chapter k, we calculated the submatrix (£> corres¬

ponding to the partition (.A) = i*, 0 ♦ Prom the working of

this example, we can easily deduce that

xu0=
12
34
f

12.
3f
4

A
$
i i
xS
4

14
25
J

f
21
34
JT

fi
4
31
44
5"

u
34
r

12
bf
4

13
<£4

li
z5"
4

>4

3
*-9

>
z

z
Viz fe u

6 vi?
# 0 * "3?
# • ^2 i

-k-
VI?

# #» # % V-r-VI?

# # • # £-mg
£ z.

"viz
Jl^
"Vu

> L-

VI?
Z
*» v»Z "fe

->
4 Vi?

£ z
/TX 4

JL."

JTg

*

vni
# -i Xt-VI?

4

Viz -* >
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Let us now deduce the matrix A , from this matrix.

Now, we know that column 1 of X is a multiple of
ST\{I?2)column 1 of I , We eaw earlier in this chapter that
/~r"> i I *2)

column 1 of I can he obtained "by adding columns 1 and 2
„ np OO

of I • Further, column 1 of J is a multiple of column
vtif> rc\Of)

1 of A , and column 2 of I It a linear combination of
%/{iO

colurmis 1 and 2 of A . Hence we deduce that column 1 of

X ' may be obtained by forming a suitable linear combination
Y (lvof columns 1 and 2 of A .

Any element in this linear combination which is given by an

inadmissible tableau must vanish, and we may use this property

to determine the coefficients in the linear combination. In fact,

if we let the linear combination be

column I ■f ^ column 2
we see, by noting that the 6th element of the sum must be zero,

that

J- £ ~ jb- 0
2. ' %ftx *•

Hence ^ - 2 : J12 ,

Meanwhile, let us put

t>,--1
tox- Ja,

bo that the linear combination is of the form

,2, column I + /12 column 2, (6.30)

Similarly, we deduce that column 2 of A may be obtained
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by forming a linear combination of the first four columns of

v oO „A | let us say,

Pt ddbmsns ) -t ^ Z +^ <&dL*H#u>3 +

She elements of the resulting column which correspond to in¬

admissible tableaux must all vanish. On applying this property

to rows 6, 8 and 10, we obtain the three equations

"x " fix * fix ^3 0 ~ ^
3-1> - -jz. x -fz. i> - t ~ ox i fix x ^ fix i 6 *■

t> — J~ £>■ - O
Jil * 3 * 6

We can then find a foarth equation for t, A , *3 and ^
from the fact that colu'ans 1 and 2 of X4'' are orthogonal

to each other, The desired equation is, in fact

ii>, +■ /u%- O

On solving these equations, we find that

*, = A, = 0
while

hi- SStS.
v a0

These results suggest that we apply to A the operations

3 "t 3 14-. (6,31)

v
If we now apply the operations (6,30) and (6,31) to A »

and omit column 5» obtain a matrix
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\l
»4
i+

\L
34.
Mr

u
34-
4-
13
44
4
i3
44
4

»4-
44-
3
i2
43
4-
21
*4
4
21
43
4
2/
34

■4*
3*
42
4*

»2
34
4

Z I

Z J

. 2

' z

Z -j

Z -I

Finally, if we write down once only those rows of the matrix

above which are determined by the same tableau of type oU) » ,

omit those rows which are determined by inadmissible tableaux of

type ^ | ^2) | and normalize the columns of the resulting matrix,
v 0?<0

we find that the subraatrix a is given by
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,o?z)_ I

4z

41

i

V*

This example suggests that we may generalise the procedure
v^)

so that it applies to the determination of any submatrix, A
v<»^> 0from the submatrix A , for any partition, . The

procedure is as follows?

for each standard

which are deter¬

mined by standard tableaux of type (1**) which transform under

tableau, Ta. , of type (p), we form a
</**)

linear combination of those columns of A

the contraction (p) into T The ratio of the coefficients

in this linear combination will be determined by the fact that

those rows of the resulting matrix \ihich correspond to inadmissible

tableaux of type (p) must consist entirely of zeros. Those

columns which correspond to tableaux of type (1^) which trans¬

form under (p) into inadmissible tableaux of type (p), we omit.

In the resulting matrix, those rows which are determined by

the same tableau of type (p) will be identical. If we ?/rite

down each row of this kind once only, omit those rows which are

determined by inadmissible tableaux of type (p), and normalize

the columns of the resulting matrix, the final matrix will be

x<w .
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VOnce we have found any BUbmatrix# A # it is a single
Ljt)

matter to deduce the corresponding submatrix# , of Q- .

For we know, from Chapter b9 that

X « T

Hence

On preraultiplying both sides of this equation by x' # we find

that

x'x a - x'v.

But# since the columns of X are normalized, we see that

x'x = l^.
Hence, finally

& - X'T.
On equating the submatrices corresponding to the tableaux of

type (p) in this equation# we see that

- (X^'/T^ (6.32)

This equation enables us to determine

in the example above, we see that

V<A>from A • Thus#
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tl rx

i

"l

ji -3i

The above procedure may also be expressed in the notation

of E-raatrices. We shall, in fact, conjecture the following

theorem.

Theorem 17.

Suppose that T^ is a standard tableau of type (p), and
that column k of the standard submatrix of E^ contains units,
+1, in the positions i(, i^,..«.., i^ • Then the k-th column of
the matrix product E^ X is equal to a linear combination,
with -positive coefficients, of columns 1# , iv of
x0*?

The additional conjecture, that the coefficients in the

linear combinations are positive, will be required in the next

chapter. These coefficients appear to be related to the * tableau-

functions* which Rutherford defines on p, k7t j? 26 of his book.
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CHAPTER 7.

CANONICAL FORM OP INVARIANT MATRICES.

In this chapter9 we shall investigate the canonical form

of the irreducible invariant matrices of Chapters 3 and k. The

canonical form of compound and induced matrices has already been

studied by Aitken (II), and by Littlewood (I, and III, Chapter 10.2,

p. 193). We shall now try to extend their results to the case of

general invariant matrices.

We have already seen, in Chapter 3# that, if the latent roots
CA7

of A are all distinct, then A can be transformed into a

purely diagonal form. Our concern now is with the more difficult

case, in which the latent roots Include repetitions.

It is well-known that, in such a case, A can be transformed

into a direct sum of submatrices corresponding to the various

distinct latent roots, and that, further, the submatrix corres¬

ponding to a given latent root, , say, may be transformed into

a direct sum of submatrices, in Jordan classical canonical form,

of the kind 5

* I 0

(7.1)

0

0 0 *

# # ^ I
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of order r x r.

We shall begin by considering the case in which A consists

of a single classical submatrix, G. • It ?/ill be found
a i\J

convenient to study the normalized invariant matrix, CJ <,«*) ,*

which we shall write, for short, as C •

Form of C

a i\i
We know that the (i,k)th element of C is character¬

ised by a pair of standard tableaux, S • and S, . If we
1+)

denote by -<6^ v the element in row iU and column V of
, for i « 1,2, h, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 18

For each ij h and each k ^ h, the (i,k)th element of
A IhJ
C satisfies the following conditionss

(i) if a / 0, then
i+) i 4a)

(a) if any » the element is zero

ii) (4b)
(b) if any < -d — / , the element is zero

(c) in all other cases, the element is a multiple of

j , with sign (-) if a is negative,

(ii) if a » 0, then the (i,k)th element of G is zero,
il) (fa)

unless each 4^ , x -6^ y — I , in which case the element is
equal to +1,
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Proof

The result has already been proved by Altken for the ra-th

confound, C , of C. (see Aitken II, p. 365, result (B)}•
It follows immediately that it is also true for the reducible ,

invariant matrix, Rt^ , which is a direct product of compound
matrices. Here, of course, the matrices need not be standard, but

must belong to the admissible column-ordered set.
A

The irreducible invariant matrix, C , is now obtain¬

ed by transforming R ^ by %- . Now we saw, in Chapter 6,
{,*?/)

that R/v> can be partitioned into submatrices R ' y ,wA/ Lhf
associated with the various possible types of tableau. Corres¬

pondingly, X- can be expressed as a direct sum of diagonal

submatrices, X- .In transforming by X* , we

transform each of the subraatrices separately, so that the sub-
<jv)L<0

matrix R is transformed into
iA/

(%•")

Now, the leading submatrix of order h x h v of
A iXi

this product is a submatrix of C , which we may denote
a

"by C.JV.% • Let us call the corresponding leading submatrix'W <#) ipip)
of order h ' x h v of R y the standard

submatrix. Then what we have to show is that for each pair
* £Aj>

(p)> (ql) of types, the non-zero elements of are all

positive, (or all of sign (-)T if a is negative), and that they

occur in the same positions as the non-zero elements of the
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standard submatrix of R'^ifiXf)
'O?

Many of the submatrices will be zero matrices.

For these, the above result is obviously true, since the product

(7.2) is then also a zero matrix.

Those cases in which R^ v is not a zero matrix will
have to be considered in more detail.

The rows of any submatrix R^ ^ will be characterised by
the tableaux of the admissible column-ordered set of type (p),
and the columns by the tableaux of the admissible column-ordered

set of type (q). As in Chapter 6, let us denote the former set

of tableaux by T, . ** V , and the latter set by
°(»°A •., , and, for brevity, let us denote the
(i,k)th element of by r^ .

Suppose is an& non-zero element of *o!j'y> • Let
Cf be any permutation of the numbers 1,2, m, and define

the two tableaux, T. and U_ by the equations' u n

(7.3)
r - o-t'o V

Then, provided Tfc and both belong to the admissible
column-ordered set, it is clear that

V "
For, if the figures of T^ and satisfy the conditions of
the theorem, so do the figures of T. and .1/ n

It is easy to show that, if either of the tableaux T. and U
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"belongs to the admissible column-ordered set,, then the other

"belongs to the column-ordered set, although it may "be inadmissible.

Suppose, for example, that Tfr belongs to the admissible eolumn-
ordered set. Then, if we denote by t^_, the figure in row p.,

<x) ^
column v , of Tfc , and by the corresponding figure
of UK , we see that, for every value of p, and V ,

±,u> <

Now, since the figures of T and U_. satisfy the con-

ditions of the theorem, corresponding to a non-zero element, it

follows that

CK> ii)
-Us - as -try is -t~ i

Mfv

and

(k; , ">> j,u) t

Ats - fr -&T- &. "hi
JfjV+l MfVM

It follows that . .

4*/ <*)
JUL/ U/

and this shows that U
^ belongs to the column-ordered set.

Conversely, if r. and r are two non-zero elements

of R^ there exists some permutation, & , such that
if*)

1-. n 6UiU r.

u,n

and

\ *

t/ - <yu, ,

c, suppose that £ is any number from the set 1,2,3,,..*•••,n.

sn 6 occurs times in and T , and q.
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U, and U , Now, since r. „ « r 0, it follows-it, >v

that every position that is occupied "by a figure £ in must

he occupied by a figure £ or £ + 1 in U , and every position

that is occupied by a figure £ in T must be occupied by a

figure £ or £ + 1 in U *
n

Thus we can divide the figures £ , of , into two

categories! category 1 — those which correspond to figures £

in the » and category 2 — those which correspond to figures

£ + 1 in U^ , and we can divide the figures £ of into
two categories in the same way.

Now, the number of figures £ which belong to category 1

in T. is equal to the number which belong to category 1 in T ,^ L

for any £ ^ n. This we can prove by considering, in turn, the

values £ = n, n-l,,»,,., 3,2,1, For corresponding to each

figure n in , we must have a figure n in • Thus all the

figures n of belong to category 1. There then remain (q^ - )
figures n in , and these roust correspond to figures n-1 in

T. , Hence, of the p„ # figures n-1 in T. , q - p„JU 9 n»~l 4/ * -HZ

belong to category 2, and so the remaining V^ t ~ 1®&st
belong to category 1, Thus . + p - q _ of the figures n-1

of % correspond to figures n-1 of • The remaining q^ t + q
P- - figures n-1 of 0 must then correspond to figures n-2 of

, In this way, we see that, of the figures n-2 of ,

q + q _ - p -p belong to category 2, and so the remaining
■fi» «l TV K- m I -tf

+ P^_( + P^ - q - q^ must belong to category 1.
By continuing this argument, we deduce finally, that, for

each £ ^ n, of the p figures £ in T. ,
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<h +hn+ +-K-+K,—fc~) belong to
category 1, while

belong to<"^6+1 + + fa+l faS)
category 2. These expressions hold for »t as well as .

In general, there will be a number of permutations, & »

such that

T = CrT.'
fj • '

Let us choose from these one which replaces the figures £

of category 1 in t. by figures £ of category 1 in T0 $

for each £ 4 n. Then, clearly, the relation

fa -- *fa
also holds

In this way, we see that the non-2ero elements of EX̂
are related to one another in the same way as the non-zero

elements of the matrix defined by equation (6.22)
ity

Hence it follows that 8^' must be a scalar multiple of
E,, * Let us put
CjfJLfJ

'"W ^ = fa-W-p ^ ' {7'k)
It is easily deduced that, here,

* ,n-cjfhft * if <x>o

' 7 1 ^ ^ (7.5)

"faMf)*' ~ 1 if -O
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(We are assuming, of course, that F 0),

We next deduce, from equations (6*26) and (» that

»•«

and so

Now suppose that is a standard tableau of type (p)» and

that column i of the standard submatrix of ECy^) contains units
in the positions i, , i„,, 1„ • Then column i of the

product B JL will be a linear combination, with positive
^ (/**•?

coefficients, of columns i(# i^,.*»••*, i^ of A ^ by
theorem 17, Suppose also that is a standard tableau of type

(q), and that column k of the standard submatrix of %(p)
contains units in the positions , k ,.**,.*, k . Then theorem

17 shows that column k of the product E ^ will be a
linear combination, i?ith positive coefficients, of columns

. 41"*)
k , k2,..,.*., k^ of A

Now suppose that the (i,k)th element of the standard sub-

matrix of R^ is non-zero* It then follows, from equation
(7.6), that the two sets of numbers i#, ij »,**.., i^ and
k^, k^,*.*..., k^ have at least one member in common. In this

, the (i,k)th element of the product R^ ^ 'case

will be a positive multiple of / ^ j that is, the (i,k)th element of
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a i#
CfaXl/) is a Positive multiple of1\ , On the other hand, if

the (i,k)th element of the standard submatrix of R is zero,
A CA)

so is the (i,k)th element of ^ ,

This completes the proof of the theorem.

(Note. Aitken* s original argument could have been simplified

by taking for the form of a classical canonical submatrix not

(ih the case a 0)

I
I

« v
s \

V *
* ^

V
* V

o V
\ s,

I

but

O<0<
o<

v \
♦ V
V X

\ V

\ \

\ V
\ V

1
= c<

k<*
<yj

I I
I I

\\
V V

I I
I

to which it is equivalent, By this device a is extruded into

a scalar factor whose nature, real positive, real negative, or

complex, is immaterial to the argument. The only really

exceptional case then is when a = 0, and the relevant submatrix
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is O I
0 I

w

\\
* \
* ^

0 1
0

I am indebted for this observation to Professor Aitken himself,

who noted it as a potential improvement at the time his paper

was published,)

Theorem 18 enables us now to find a method of calculating the
Oil

canonical form of any irreducible Invariant matrix A , where

the canonical form of A consists of a single elementary sub-

matrix, . The argument is similar to that of Aitken, II,

and need not be repeated here. The result is as follows.

We proceed by forming chains of standard tableaux of shape

(A), in accordance with the rules:

(i) if a j6 Of then each member of any chain is obtained from

the preceding member by increasing one of its figures by a unit,

(ii) if a » 0, then each member of any chain is obtained from

the preceding member by increasing each of its figures by a unit.

We continue forming these chains until all the standard

tableaux have been used tp, There will generally be several ways

of doing this, and the number of chains, and the lehgths of the

various chains, will depend on the way chosen. We shall choose

from among the different sets of chains which can be formed according

to the rules above, a set of maximal chains, defined by the following
criterion.
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We shall denote the lengths of the maximal chains "by

e,9 ql* where
e, >,ex^e^

/ / /
Then, if any other set of chains has lengths e, e, e ,f ^ i?

/ f i
where e( ^ e^ e^ we have

e, £
ez ^

- etc*

The final result is

Theorem 19

If e|f e^, e^,...... are the lengths of the maximal chains
which can "be formed, from the standard tableaux in accordance with

the rules (i) and (ii) above, then e , e f e ,...... are the'
r*

exponents of the elementary divisions of C

This result at once allows us to write down the canonical
LSJ

form of any irreducible invariant matrix, <-» * We shall find

it convenient now to change over to the notation of Littlewood III,

p* 1$&, and to denote the matrix by the symbol
r»*The canonical form of any irreducible invariant matrix, L -1^

is now given by the equation

= Ce, (7.8)'£<
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' -L. 7
where, as in Chapter 5, the symbol -— denotes 'is equivalent

to*.

sample,

The canonical form of rajD-fl

(i) Suppose a £ 0,

In this case, we can form two maximal chains of standard

tableaux, thus

|l 12 13 13 2 3
2 2-2. 3 3

II 12 21
* } i

Hence 6, :/ 6. ~ 3 f and

(ii) Suppose a s 0.

In this case, there are six maximal chains, namely

1 I 22
2 3

1 2 23
2 3

II
3

I*
3

1 3
2

I 3
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Hence £( s ~ J2~ f By - 6^ - B$■ z. ~ | » and so

We shall now find an explicit formula giving the canonical

induced and compound matrices in Littlewood I, theorems IV, V,

VIII and IX. In order to do so, we must consider separately

the cases a £ 0 and a s 0.

First, suppose that a / 0.

If S^ is any tableau, we shall define the sum of the
tableau as the sum of the figures which form Sj, . The
standard tableau with the smallest sum is that for which each

figure of each row L> is equal to i? . The sum of this

tableau is

, similar to the expressions given for the

0

How suppose that (p)

partition to (X). T

/f

.) = (p.| , p,^, p,^ ) is the conjugate
Then clearly,
&

/J C1 + -2 + ' - - +/jf)
l-I X'l

x-/

X'l
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Let ns now denote "by A,^the number of tableaux whose sum
is equal to V "f* ^ , and let us define

-Yp by the equation

- A "Aw • <7*9)

Suppose, now, that S. is a tableau of type (p , p
<c I 2

Then its sum is, clearly,
/*U

13 £ /"« •
£ =1

Let us put

£. » £ " 4 *2/#
*1/ <5

n

£*| *■'

Then, if is a tableau of type (p^, p^ p^, pj ),
«/ •<#

y - iS i""-' +I>A -£(■*-+JD
t-i *" ^

Ms

w)i>t -£*/S -
fcft/ £ = /t a/ " £ = /

-a

✓ ^ jL.
2 ^C/K+0 ~ 2 ■ ~ ^ J

i sytut/
n*t

- Di
putting ^

mt - - yy^
y?-t
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Now, we know that the number of tableaux of type

(p^ t Pz» P, ) is equal to the number- of type
(P. $ P-»•••••» P^)» Hence, corresponding to each tableau with' *■ J

, there exists a tableau whose
if .

sum is ur- - >3 . +> h +£s **> ) • I* follows that, for each
" k=1 n

value of V ,

'fo " J*u~- s * (7*10)

We shall now try to form maximal chains of standard tableaux,

may begin a first chain with the tableau in which each element

of each row t is equal to i>. &s we saw before, the sum of

this tableau is jr i<fh, • In forming the chain, we

shall use one tableau from each of the sets of tableaux with equal

sum, and we may continue until, finally, we arrive at the tableau

with sum 4- ^ ("hu +£ • We shaH reach this
tableau in w steps, and so the length of the first maximal chain

is w + 1.

There then remain /£( tableauxwith sum +£//*£J + ' •

If we begin a chain with one of these tableaux, then it will end

at one of the tableauxwith sum 4a/~ - I -h (*k- 4- / 9

provided this tableau can be reached by following the rules of

chain-formation. The length of the second chain will be w - 1,

and we may obtain a chain of this length by beginning with any of

the 4? tableaux with sum '2 J +■ I , which remain

after the first chain has been formed.

When all the tableaux with sum "z Da?) +1 have
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been used up, we can form ^ further chains of length w - 3,
beginning with the tableaux with sum

By continuing in this way, we finally obtain the results

Theorem 20

If a / 0, then

j _ +■ ^
of Y\ °( " "

+ +

In order to complete the proof of this theorem, we need

only show that the maximum chain-lengths indicated by the above

argument are actually attainable.

Now, Littlewood, shows in I, that these lengths are attain-

able in the case (A) » (1 ). (in fact, Littlewood does not

\?ork directly with the standard tableaux, but this does not alter

the argument). It can be easily deduced from this that, if we

deduce the canonical form of the direct product Rc^ by forming
maximal chains from the tableaux of an admissible column-ordered

set, then the chain-lengths indicated by the argument above are

attainable. But is a reducible invariant matrix, which

includes the matrix Cas one of its irreducible components.

It follows that, among the chains giving the canonical form of R.
roa ?there will be a set giving the canonical form of U . We may
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choose this set to consist entirely of standard tableaux, and the

maximum chain-lengths within this set will be attainable, _ _

rn7c,'°As an exan^le, let us find the canonical form of

where a £ 0,

There are fifteen standard tableaux, namely

Mi III II z 112 I IS II3 12 2 122 12 J 12J
2523 232 3 2 3

i53 133 222 223 233
2 3 3 3 3

with respective sums

^ K ?, % *, %% i% ia.
Hence

fr 'y, =-2/ z3,?3 -*,?*■=3,Xs
and so

= i

Hence

a, a .

'or
r31 1 == +* •*- .

Incidentally, the maximal chains of tableaux for this exaraple

aret

Hi ItZ 113 123 133 133 233
2 2 2 2. 2 3 3

HI 111 113 123 223
3 3 3 3 3

122 \22
2 3

222
3
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7CAJWe must now consider the canonical form of LnJ[y when
a = 0. As before, we proceed by forming maximal chains of standard

tableaux, but the rule of chain-formation now is that we obtain

any member of a chain by increasing each figure of the preceding

member by a unit +1,
y •' ■

We may begin the first maximal chain with the tableau in

which each figure of each row it is equal to V, The greatest

figure in this tableau is, then, equal to ii( . We then construct
the rest of the chain, by increasing by a unit each figure of the

tableau. We can continue with this until we obtain a tableau

which contains a figure n. This tableau will be attained in

n - (Jt, steps, and so the length of the first maximal chain will
be n - n( + 1.

In the same way, we can form a chain of length n - n,+ 1
by beginning with any other tableau formed from the figures

1,2,

When all these tableaux have been used up, we can begin

another chain with a tableau which contains a figure p( + 1. We
shall have to choose a tableau which contains a figure 1 as well

as {i.(+ 1, since any other tableau would already be a member of
one of the maximal chains of length n m jxf + 1. As before, we
continue until, after n - p., - 1 steps, we obtain a tableau
which contains a figure n.

Similarly, we can obtain a maximal chain of length

n - |i,-V + 1 by beginning with a tableau which is formed from
the numbers 1 to p,, + V , and which contains both 1 and }x( + y ,

The final result is
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Theorem 21

m .

~0

+■ -v+U *-

[>j = c,£>vf + d + [-*-^1 4- —
* +■ -V

where Ly denotes the number of tableaux which can be formed
from the numbers 1 to p, + y , and which contain both 1 and

+ V •

Expression for .

We have defined Gy as the number of standard tableaux
that can be formed from the numbers 1, 2, |xf + V , and
which contain both 1 and p., + V . Now, the number of standard
tableaux which can be formed from the numbers 1, 2, p., +V

q q ihy
is ^Ky^y • Of these, do not contain the figure
1, and the same number do not contain the figure +V • We

thus obtain for Ly an expression +y-\ •

However, in forming this expression, we have subtracted twice over
<A)

the fv ... - tableaux which contain neither 1 nor p.. * y , and
0 cK>

so we must add a term +y-2 this, Hence,
finally, we obtain an expression

CV = -^v'v + • (7.11)

This expression shows that the coefficients, , are the
<X>

second backward differences of the quantities yy .It
follows that we may obtain them from the difference-table of

o L^
the numbers 4s . v •
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Example

The canonical form of in J
Here. 53 2*

The difference-table for the quantities
C\Z)
2+V

"beginning with V « -2, is as follows

V

•2

x: Z]

••1 ■ 0

15

60

175

U20
♦

#

#

13

U5

115

22+5
#

11

32

70

130

From it* we deduce that

ojC7'zl ±2L*-Q i/f«"4
4- [yft,~6-J0 + !3o „
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CANONICAL FORM 0? TH5 SKEW IVARIANT MATRICES

Up to now, we have considered the canonical form of the

irreducible invariant matrices only, hut it is obvious that the

arguments given apply to the skew invariant matrices also,. In

fact, we can calculate the canonical form of a skew invariant
r -iCawytf

matrix, £ n,J , by forming maximal chains of standard
tableaux of shape (X) - (X*) under exactly the same rules as

for the irreducible invariant matrices. The following analogues

of theorems 20 and 21 are then easily proved.

Theorem 22.

Suppose that (X) is a partition of m, (X*) of m*, and that

M " /fru - AHs '
Then, provided a f 0,

: :n~ -2 <A +
^ A

-At'+-
—' i- +"

where

■'V "Xy-\
y denoting the number of standard tableaux of shape (X) - (X*)

whose sum is equal to

v + £ ( H+• 2) -yU^f).
Theorem^2.
, -,£<.*)-a)j r n , _ _

W, = +■

where n is the largest of the expressions p, - n*, and
X A
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£cA)-a9j C
C * JL - 2 Jk, *h &>

CANONICAL FORM OF M INVARIANT MATRIX OF A DIRECT SUM OF

CLASSICAL SUBMATRICBS.

Finally, we must find a means of determining the canonical
CAj

form of A $ when the canonical form of A consists of more

than one classical sutomatrix.

Suppose that A can toe transformed to a canonical form

Then we deduce from theorem 15 that

DO
„ ,CAJ . A _ CX'2 _£M-<X)J2s ■ (7.12)

IA ^

In order to apply this formula, we need only know how to

determine the canonical form of a direct product. A set of

formulae for this ia given toy Littlewood (ill, Chapter 10.2,

theorems I - III).

Example.
L3,a

The canonical form of X'~. $ > where a 0.

From equation (7»12), we deduce that

tM„+W0f'J± * Me
+[tjJax&ZX ^
+M*l2lMx£z\ + '*
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= i [i'l* + -f- + i&X'*}

+M^x Ma 1 M?x&l + M™* GO. x M*

+ aJ plJ\ { mo + £'l ] 4-M^x irq 4-caj *cq

+■ 3PI.

After calculating the direct products by Littlewood* s formulae,

we obtain the result?

tc^+£qf'a= 4-iDU
+ 6 O l2j + 4.f£/J t

n CXI 1
(Hote that, in oalo^ating L*-, * L^J, it le unnecessary
wo work out c~X ♦ In fact

The above expression for 4-W may be compared

with that found by Littlewood (III, p. 203)•
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CHAPTER 8

APPLICATIONS TO THE SYMMETRIC GROUP

If a set of matrices A, B forms a group, then

equation 1 of the introduction shows that the set T(A), T(B),• ••«
forms a representation of that group. In particular, if A is a

general non-singular matrix of order n x n, then the irreducible

invariant matrices of Chapters 3 and 4 provide equivalent

irreducible representations of the full linear group.

On the other hand, if the matrices A, B, form a sub¬

group of the full linear group, then the representation provided

by the invariant matrices of Chapters 3 and 4 is, in general,

reducible.

In this chapter, we shall consider the case in which the

matrices A, B, form the group of permutation matrices of

order n x n, This group is isomorphic with the symmetric

group, *%/» of order n! ; in fact, if
is any permutation of the numbers 1, 2, ft), and if we let

s correspond to the permutation matrix

(8.1)

then, for any two permutations, s and t

(S.2)

The matrices form a reducible representation
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of It is quite easy, in fact, to find a partial reduction

of this representation, and we shall "begin by doing so. The

argument is a generalisation of an argument in Aitken VI.

let (&) = ( & , ) be a partition of m, and

suppose that S is a tableau of shape (A ) in which one of

the figures 1, 2,...... n occurs times, another occurs

times, etc. Then we shall call S a tableau of class (V).

Now, let A be a general matrix of order n x n. Then,

for any pair of partitions (^ ), ( X) such that there exist

standard tableaux of classes (<^) and (/?f), we can distinguish

in Aa submatrix

4caj = Fa>. * 1 (8<3)

for which i ranges over all the values for which is a

tableau of class (&), and k over all the values for which
1 J i u »

So, is a tableau of class (If). In this way, we can partition
c\)

A into a number of submatriees A ^
C\1

Let U3 now modify each submatrix^.^ , by omitting
in the expansion of each element any term which contains among

its factors a pair * wlier® 3 4* or a

pair and » Where £ 3* We can easily see

that, if (C) and (If) are different partitions, then each

term must contain at least one pair of factors of the type des¬

cribed, and it follows that, in this case, the modified submatrix
Ch)
^ must be a zero matrix. We shall denote the modifiedM IF)

diagonal submatrices by .
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Now suppose that A is the permutation matrix, A(-<5 ),
defined by equation (8.1). Then it is clear that any term in

the expansion of which contains among its factors

a pair a- - and 0, , where j k, or a pair
/j i ^ ^

and aj>ju where i ^ j, must vanish. Hence, for a per-^ no
mutation matrix, each submatrix Amust be equal to

<9 J ii,;

its modified form. It follows that all the off-diagonal sub-

matrices must vanish, while each diagonal submatrix,

will be equal to the corresponding modified submatrix,

In this way, we see that, by merely applying a suitable
DO

permutation to the rows and columns of A i*6) it can be
CXJ

transformed into a direct sum of diagonal submatrices A i<6)
tb;

Each of these diagonal submatrices will itself provide a

representation — in general, reducible — of the symmetric

group, -4*/ •

We nave applied the above argument to the special invariant
ryit

matrix, A . We could, however, apply it equally well to

any of the other invariant matrices of Chapters 3, 4 and 5, or,

more generally, to any invariant matrix, T(A), (reducible or

Irreducible) which possesses the following properties;

(i) each element of T(A) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree

m in the elements, » of A.

(ii) in any element, all the terras involve the same set of row-

suffixes, with the same multiplicities, and also the same set of

column-suffixes, with the same multiplicities.

(iii) all the elements in each row of T(A) involve the same set

of row-suffixes.

(iv) all the elements in each column of T(A) involve the same

set of column-suffixes.
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Corresponding to any partition, ((X), of m, we can pick

from the figures 1,2n certain sets which contain one

of the figures 0\ times, another times, etc. Such a set
we shall call a «/ )-set«

¥e shall then denote by T, ^ (A) the submatrix ofiff ) i. T)
T(A) which is formed by those elements (if any) in which the

row-suffixes form a (CO-set, and the column-suffixes a ( V)-get*

If we now modify the submatrices ^ (A) as before, by
omitting any term which contains among its factors a pair a^,•

and ai,^ , where 3 £ k, or a pair ^ and where
i ^ j, we find that the modified off-diagonal submatrices all

vanish. Further, if we denote the modified diagonal submatrices

by T y -Ja), we find, once again, that, as a ranges over all
iff)

the permutation matrices of order n x n, then the matrices

provide a representation of the symmetric group

We shall not study in any further detail the representation

of provided by a general submatrix, However, we

find that one particular submatrix is of special interest, and

we shall devote the rest of the chapter to an examination of its

properties•

Central Core of an Invariant Matrix

Let us return now to the assumption of Chapter 1, that

m = n, that is, that the degree of the invariant matrix, T(a),

is equal to the order of a. In this case, we find that the

submatrix I
j (A) of T(A) has a number of specially

interesting properties. We shall call this submatrix the

"central core" of !(A), and denote it by the symbol nucT(A).

(Here, "nuc" stands for "nucleus").
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Each term of each element of nucT(A) involves each of

the row-suffixes and each of the column-suffixes exactly once.

It follows that

AUPiXl4) = T'
^ z. T~ t/J ) (8.4)Wa"?1 " it*}* '•

We shall now show that the central core, nucT(A), of an

invariant matrix, T( A), acts, in a sense, as a group matrix

for a representation of $+%/ •

Theorem 24.

Suppose A = [a^j is a matrix of order n x n. let
us expand nucT(A) in the form

(8'5)

where P<s) is a matrix, the summation being over all permutations

3 s ('''-2- 0f the numbers 1,2,....., n. Then^ I Z /
Pi s) is the matrix representing s in a representation of *4,**tS

Proof

To find P{ s) let us put

A - Pi <*),
A( s ) being defined by the equation (8.1). Then the relation (8.5)

reduces to
v

fUAO T * fti-d).
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But we already know, from the arguments at the beginning of

the chapter, that nucT(A(s)) is the matrix representing s

in some representation of , and this proves the theorem.

We shall now examine in more detail the central cores of

the invariant matrices of Chapters 3 and 4. The elements of

these invariant matrices are characterised by pairs of standard

tableaux. The central core is characterised by the tableaux of

Chapter 1, which are formed from the numbers 1, 2, n,

without repetitions. We shall denote these tableaux for the

remainder of this chapter by S( , S^, .

CAJ
Central Core of A .

We know from theorem 11 (i) that

U,k = 1,2 f)

Now, bjr equation (1.18),

^

<2^ * - * • /}*
it -M"tv
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changing over to a form involving operations on the column-

suffixes, and applying the lemma of Chapter 1.

The final result is:

fyk.*(8-6)
where

= I + £ Va"" (8'7)

We have thus proved

Theorem 25

There is a representation of in whxch any permutation,

Q, is represented by the matrix » where
-i

coefficient of Q in the expansion of the substitutional

expression

%Aŷ •

This representation is, in fact, an irreducible representation

which has already been described by Littlewood (see Littlewood II,

p. 228, and III, p. 78, theorem VII). We may conveniently call it

Littlewood*s natural representation.

We have expressed theorem 25 in the form above in order to

correspond with Littlewood's notation. However, we could equally

well have stated it thus:

in Littlewood's natural representation of 4*/ , the permutation

Q is represented by the matrix j » where is the

coefficient of Q in the expansion of
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where

«L 1 te, (8-8)-—l&AL ' *

^CSJ
Central Core of A

We proved earlier, in equation (3.33)* that

(O' - Psf~
A similar relation exists "between the central cores of these

invariant matrices.
JTAJ

If we let A he the matrix A( s), then nucA is the

matrix representing s in Littlewood's natural representation.
.i ^ CAJ

Also, since A* = A , we see that nuc(A') is the

matrix representing s ~ in the representation provided by the

central core of A . Hence we obtain the following relation¬

ship between the two representations:

if P( s) is the matrix representing s in Littlewood's

natural representation of * then the matrix representing

s in the representation of given by the central core
Art7

of A is P(s),
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£A1
Central Core of A — Young's Natural Representation,

The central core of A is given by

tocA^ . Ci»k = i»2, f).

low we deduce, from (1.20), that

'X'yis

or

%tz ' 1%,\v% (8,9)
where

- I + £ <-<> . (8'10)
Thus the central core of A provides us with a second

representation of
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Theorem 26

There is a representation of in which any permutation,

Q, is represented by the matrix t where 1/*^, is the
—* i

coefficient of Q in the expansion of the substitutional

expression

4 ■

If we compare this theorem with Young IV, theorem I, we

see that the representation is, in fact, Young's natural

representation. The of Young's theorem corresponds to

the M defined by equation (8.10).

Theorem 26, like theorem 25» may be expressed in a slightly

different form. It is, in fact:

in Young's natural representation of any permutation, Q,

is represented by the matrix £ , where is

coefficient of Q in the expansion of

where

/ > ^
L. = ! f 22 i'1* i & • (bidv

. ^ . V' AAa - (8,n)
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IAi

~i\}
The central core of A is related to the central core

of A in the same way as the central core of A is

related to the central core of A • That is, if is the

matrix representing in Young's natural representation of

wthen the matrix representing <5 "' in the representation of A
A is 7*(<£ )•given hy the central core of

Immanants

c\2
We know from theorem 24 that the central core of A

acts as a group matrix for a representation of In fact,

we have shown that this representation is irreducible by

identifying it with the irreducible representation of
•

• ' » I ' < ; :! 'Va •• •; I i !

described by Littlewood.

An alternative method of proving the irreducibility of the

representation would be to find its characters, and show that

they satisfy the orthogonality relations for an irreducible

representation of a finite group (see, e.g., Murnaghan III,

Chapter 3» eqns. (3*10) and (3.11))*
This is the method followed by Aitken (VI). He there

! Idefines the immandnt. J AI,of a matrix A , hy the equation

2 tf. (tucc,
. <8>12>

Prom this equation, he is able to show that the coefficients of

the terms in aA a* „ a0 satisfy Frobenius' formula for
£,i ez2.

the characters of the irreducible representation corresponding to

the partition (A ) of • We shall not repeat the argument

here.
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a
Central Core of A — Young's Orthogonal Bepresentation.

a£xj
If A is any orthogonal matrix, then the matrix A of

Chapter 4 will also be orthogonal. This holds, in particular

if A is a permutation matrix. But we have also seen that,

if A is a permutation matrix, then A**^ is expressible as

a direct sum of diagonal submatrices, • These sub-

matrices must themselves be orthogonal, and so, as a special
a€a£

case, the submatrix nuc A must be orthogonal.

This means that, for a general matrix, A, the central core
a €aj

of A acts as a group matrix, in the sense of theorem 24,

for an orthogonal irreducible representation of We shall

now show that this representation is, in fact, the orthogonal

representation described in Young VI.

In order to prove this, we first require two lemmas.

Lemma 1.

Suppose a set of matrices A|f A^,..... forms an irreduc¬
ible orthogonal representation of a finite group, 6, and that a

set , B^, forms an equivalent orthogonal representation
of G, related to the first representation by an equation

Then H must be of the form

H - * 1

where o< is a scalar number, and M is an orthogonal matrix.
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Proof

For any value of i, we know that

0- 6-' - I"A/ J

i*e. ^ tnsft

HA H~! --1.
Hence

Since A is orthogonal, it follows from this that

H'HAi, --

Thus H'H commutes with every matrix, A^,, of the first
representation, and so, by a corollary to Schur's lemma, it

must be a scalar matrix — let us say,

H'H - <*'l.
Let us now put

H - *1.
Then

ti'ti - I

and so M is an orthogonal matrix.

Lemma 2.

If M is a triangular matrix, and is also orthogonal, then

it is diagonal, with units, positive and negative, for its

dia gonal elements.
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Proof.

Let us suppose, for example, that all the sub-diagonal

elements of M are zero. Then all the super-diagonal elements

of M* will be zero.

Since M is orthogonal, it follows that

tl'M 'I .

Mow, the super-diagonal elements of M' and of I are all zero,

and so it follows that the super-diagonal elements of M must

also be all zero.

Thus M has zeros both above and below the diagonal. The

diagonal elements must all be -1, since M is orthogonal.

With these two lemmas, we are now able to prove a theorem

on orthogonal representations of any finite group.

Theorem 27.

Suppose that A|t Az, are the matrices of a given
irreducible representation of a finite group, G-, and that Q

is a triangular matrix, with zeros below the diagonal, and with

its diagonal elements all positive, such that the matrices

QA^Q*1 are all orthogonal. Then, if M is any other matrix
having the same properties as Q,

M -

where O 0, and so

ma^ n■' = a v-
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Proof

Let ua put

where U is to be determined. Clearly, since M and 0 are

triangular, U must also be triangular. Also, since

and UQA^Q"' U"' are both matrices of an irreducible, orthogonal
representation of Gr, lemma 1 shows that

u - « &

where E is orthogonal. Here, we can choose and E so

that Of ^ 0.

Thus E is orthogonal and triangular, and so, by lemma 2,

it must be diagonal, with units, positive and negative, for its

diagonal elements. But, since all the diagonal elements of M

and Q are positive, those of E must also be all positive,

and so

£ - I.

Hence

U - ofT
and

m - <*■ a,.

Let us now apply theorem 27 to the case in which the

matrices form Young's natural representation of

In Chapter 4, we found a matrix, Q, fulfilling the conditions

of the theorem, which transforms the matrices of Young's

natural representation into orthogonal matrices. The orthogonal
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representation thus obtained rmist be unique, in the sense of the

theorem*

Now, in his sixth paper, Young finds a matrix, also fulfilling

the conditions of theorem 27» which transforms the matrices of

his natural representation into an orthogonal form* It follows

from the theorem that this must be the same form as we have

obtained.
A lM a£X|

Hence the central core, nuc A , of A acts as a

group matrix, in the sense of theorem 2k, for Young's orthogonal

representation of

Central Core of A Young's semi-normal Re-presentation.

The central core of A acts as a group matrix for a

semi-normal representation of , i.e. for a rational

representation which can be transformed by a diagonal matrix into

an orthogonal representation. We naturally expect that this

representation will be the same as the semi-normal representation

which Young describes in his sixth paper. In order to prove this,

we require the following theorem:

Theorem 28.

Suppose that A4 , Ax ,...... are the matrices of a given
irreducible representation of a finite group, G, and that T is

a triangular matrix, with units, +1, along the diagonal, and zeros

below the diagonal, which transforms the matrices A^ into
matrices of a semi-normal representation. Then T is uniquely

determined by these conditions.
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Proof

Since the niatrieeB TA^ T *' form a serai-normal
representation, there must be a diagonal matrix, D, such that

the representation DTA^ T~* D"'is orthogonal. Here, we may
assume that the diagonal elements, dv , of 3) are all positive;

/
for, if any dj, < 0, we may replace it by -d- , and the new

/ *7

representation produced by this change will still be orthogonal.

Suppose that U is another matrix with the same properties

as T. Then there exists a diagonal matrix, f , with its

diagonal events, , all positive, auoh that the representation
rUA^ U ' r is orthogonal •

Hence the matrices DT and f U both satisfy the conditions

of theorem 27, end so, for some <Y ^ 0,

ru - <*•«)

If we now equate the j-th diagonal elements on both sides of

this equation, we see that

Hence

r =

On substituting this in the equation (8.13), we see that

V0 — ** J?T
9

and so

i/ « r.
This proves the theorem.
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In Chapter 4, we found a matrix, T satisfying the

conditions of theorem 28, which transforms the matrices of

Young's natural representation into a semi-normal form. Now,

in his sixth paper, Young also finds a matrix, which he denotes

hy M'\ which has the same property. It follows that

vi\i
Hence the central core of A acts as a group matrix

for Young's semi-normal representation of •

a£AJ fPO
Central Cores of A and A

We can easily show, "by a similar argument to that used
a isj

for the central core of A , that the central core,
a£AJ

nuc A , acts as a group matrix for an orthogonal representation

of .

aCAJ
Now, we saw in Chapter 4 that the central core of A

is obtained from the central core of by transforming by
m|

the triangular matrix, W • l't follows from theorem 27 that
j® A ' i

the orthogonal representation obtained in this way from nuc A

is unique.

It is clear that, if and s*. are two tableaux without
repetitions, then

CM
_

^4 ~ ' »
It follows at once from this that

.C\j ?C\j/UUt-A - flUB/n . (8.14)
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and so

M^AC>3 • <8-15)
fm

Thus the central core of A acts as a group matrix

for an orthogonal representation of 4*. which we may call
Littlewood's orthogonal representation.

In the same way, the central core

yyutl'A ^ (8.16)
</C*J

of A acts as a group matrix for a semi-normal representation,

which we may call hittlewood's aemi-normal representation.
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